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,.s ü M H A-R Y.
The suitability of the Cassegrain Schmidt telescopes at St#
Andrews University Observatory for the measurement of stellar magnitudes 
and colours by in-focus multicolour photography has been examined# A 
major requirement is that the photographic plate should coincide with the 
focal surface# Thermal effects in the Scott Lang Telescope and optical 
and mechanical problems in the James Grego^ Telescope cause difficulty 
in attaining this# These difficulties have been overcome in the case 
of the Scott Lang Telescope but no certain method for focussing the 
James Gregory Telescope was found# The photometric field, limited by 
field error, is approximately one degree in diameter in each case#
Colour equations between the instrumental and standard B, V systems 
depend bn magnitude and, in the case of the Scott Lang Telescope, on 
exposure time as well#
The methods used to measure UBV magnitudes and colours with the 
Radcliffe 74-lz)0h reflector are de^ribed and the accuracy of the results 
discussed#
Magnitudes and colours of stars blister than V » 15*5 1*^ the open 
cluster IG 25?1 have been measured, together with ME spectral types for 
a few of the bri^ter stars# The interstellar absorption provides a 
criterion for the recognition of cluster members# A discrepancy 
between the shape of the cluster main sequence and that of the aero age 
main sequence is attributed to an error in the derivation of the standard 
zero age main sequence# The cluster is found to be at a distance of
2500 parsecs and may foim part of the ''J Carinae complex# The positions
/  ■ / ■ .  : :'^v v  ; : :: : ;
of the 'bri^test stare in the colour magnitude diagram are dispussed in 
the li#it of modern theories of stell^ evolution and an age of approxi­
mately 10 million years is deduoed#
The colour ma^itude diagram of the open cluster NGC 6383. has been 
. obtained for stai% brighter than V « 18.1; the limiting magnitudes in 
B and n are 19,7 and 17.9, respectively# MK spect3?al types have; per­
mitted the ; cluster membership of several bright B staz^ to be established; 
some star« of later type are no^members# The Observations of this 
cluster are more complete than for most young clusters studied to date, 
but the poorness of the cluster and the unfavourable distribution of 
interstellar absorption with distance make it impossible to be certain 
of the membership of stars fainter than V = 13, The lack bf sta# 
fainter than V « 12*8 on the zero main sequence indicates a contraction 
age of 5 million years* . The distance is 13P0 parsecs, like .-those of 
other you% groups in the vicinity* ; The dense dust clouds which divide : 
the I&ilby Nay in Scoipius are immédiately beyond this. Several faint
variable stars may be of the T Tauri type.. . . ,
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VX3.1.
I N T R O P U G T I 0 N#
The critical testing of theories of stellar évolution has depended 
greatly on observations of star clusters which comprise a sample of stars 
of p%%cticàlly the same but a wide range of mass and hence of evolu- 
tipnaiy state# ' The He#éspr##^Ihis8cl ;d of the cluster# in thé
form of a plot of mai^itude against colour indexi may be compared with 
thé corresponding theoretical diagram* in practice it is usual to make 
observations in three wavebands so that the inte^tellâr absorption in 
front of the cluster can be determined and allowed for# The two-colour 
diagrw can, in favourable c^es,> provide a criterion Of cluster membe^ 
ship for individual stars.
The investigation of a star cluster typicaliy reqpiires the measurment 
of the magnitudes of sever^ hundred stars in each of three colours# Thé 
photographic plate may be used to record the brightness of all the stars 
at once, but the compleadty of the photographic piccess makes it difficult 
to calibrate the au^itudé an^ coiouh scales over the whole field#
Photorelectlie photOmetry can attain thé requisite systematic accuracy, - 
but thé observation of individual stars is a time consuming process#
It is customary to determine the magnitudes and colours photographically, 
using a relatively small hunber of stars observed photo-el ectrically to 
provide the calibration#
To make the best use of a photoelectric sequence it is evident that 
the photographic teleecope must have a wide field# One such instrument .
IX.
is the Cassegrain - Schmidt telescope, which is intended to combine the 
wide field of the classical Schmidt telescope with the flat and accessible 
focal surface of the conventional Cassegrain arrangeant. Such an 
instrument could also be provided with bulky accessories such as a 
Cassegrain spectrograph or photometer. The Scott Lang and James Gregory 
Telescopes at St. Andrews University Observatory are of this type*
Section I is devoted to an investigation of their properties in relation 
to the specific requirements of in-foous stellar photometry.
Section II is devoted to an account of the observing techniques 
employed at the Radcliffe Observatory in the study of star clusters by 
photographic and photo-electric photometry with the 74-inch reflector* 
Section III describes the results obtained for the open cluster 
IC 2981 in Carina. This relatively young cluster contains several 
interesting evolving stars and lies in a region of particular importance 
to the study of galactic structure*
Section IV similarly desçïdbes the open cluster EGO 6383 in 
Scorpius. It was selected for study because it is one of the youngest. 
clusters known; its relative freedom from bright nebulosity permits 
accurate photometric observations of fainter stars than in most objects 
of this type.
' ,  ■■■ "•s E C T I 0 H 1.
THE ST. AMDHBHS CASSEGRAIH SCHMI]» m ^ Q P E S .
1. IMTROBOCTIOE.
The theory of the Oassegrain Schmidt telescope has been 
developed by Lisfpot (1943# 1944# 1955) ozi the basis of the plate 
diagram analysis developed by Burch (1942)# The theory of this class 
of instruments has also been given by Baker (1940)# Wayaan (1952) later 
developed the theory to include fifth order aberrations. The ultimate 
optical performance, especially as regards the off-axis image quality, 
could not be predicted in complete detail when the St. Andrews tele­
scopes were in the design stage. It was decided that the simplest type 
in this family of télescopes - the flat field aplanat with both mirrors 
spherical - should be tested experimentally, and the Pilot Model or 
Scott Lang Telescope was constructed to this end. (Linfoot, 1948?
St. Andrews Observatory# 1950» E# Unlay - Freundlich, 1950)* Finlay- 
Freundlich and Waland (1953) published a description of the telescope.
It was planned to design the 37-inoh telescope after a critical 
evaluation of the performance of the Pilot Model# Linfoot (195^) 
published micro-photographs of the image quality taken by Dr# J# Gisar, 
but the study of the performance was never completed. The 37-inch 
telescope was completed with spherical mirrors, in spite of indications 
that it mi^t be necessary to figure one of the mirrors.
The performance of the two instruments in I963 - 1965$ when 
they were used by the writer, were as follows.
The Scott Lang Telescope showed astigmatism which varied with
2.
position angle as well as with distance from the centre of the field.
This is understood to he the result of an error in figuring thé corrector
plate. The minimum image size at the centre of the field was approxi­
mately 30 ^  , or 5” of arc.
The James Gregory Telescope suffered from 20 wavelengths of 
spherical overcorrection, with a minimum image diameter of about/ 65/^ , 
or 5’* of arc. Optical misalignment caused strong coma which was not 
symmetrical about the centre of the field. A typical image had a small 
core with a displaced hollow comatic halo. Underexposed images showed 
only the core, while denser images appeared triangular.
It appears that
(1) The St. Andrews telescopes probably do not represent the optimum
design of this class of telescopes.
(2) The performance of both instrumwts was marred by errors in
figuring the corrector plates.
(3) The optical performance of the James Gregory Telescope was
adversely affected by optical misalignment during the investigation 
described in this Section.
These considerations were not realised when the present work was 
started. The formation of photographic images is a complex process in 
any case and the photometriG consequences of given optical imperfections 
are not readily predictable.
The AIH 'Baker Schmidt at the Boyden, Observatory near Bloemfontein 
is another instrument of this type. According to Bowen (196O) the 
secondary mirror is not spherical. Accounts of its performance in 
photometric work have been published by Lindsay (1952), Hodge (i960), 
Vanysek (1964) and others. The corrector plate is normally used at full
àperturé and in the Absence of an internal stop the #gnetting-free 
field is only about 1^ in diameter* A d ^  stopped down the corrector 
plate to reduce vignetting and claimed an essentially errotvfr©e 
photometric field of 29 40^ diameter. , Othe)p worfcere have referred to 
elon^ted images with consequent photomet rib ei^rs^ and it is generally 
accepted that the mechanical stability of the instrument is poor so that 
the optical performance may vary from time to time. The writer 
examined a number of plates taken with the È M  telescope in 19661 even 
the best of these showed some elongation of the images, probably due to 
coma. The abêrTations are much less severe than those of the James 
Gregory Telescope and the small sise of the image© shows that the St; 
Andrews telescopes do indeed fall short of the ultimate possibilities 
of the aasign,
Some genex^ points regarding the photometric properties of the 
0assegrain Schmidt teléscopès may be stated here. The St* Andmws 
teleecopes have corrector plate and primary mirror of approximat^y 
equal diameter? ; a stop midway between^  t prevents vignetting over 
a field of several degrees. The location of the stop has some effect 
on the image quality and also controls '^e use of different parts of the 
optical. ooB^nentS by different points in the field* The following 
table ^ ves the area of a given Optical component which is used in 
common by points 2^ off axis, in opposite directions as a percentage of 
the total area used by a given direction*
Télégoooe ' •'- ■t g ï o U Corrector ' t-'Pfimary -. t'. ^. /Béùoh'dazy'
;pn':q6&ector;:/;u^  . ' , ’
A ï f  : .
^ : | , ^ i o  : : i:
: M  of^-axisXpoint wiil use an àléyaÉlèirical secticm ôf thé oorréétor 
plate'''.if';the;'^  'él^:"tarp6 the oorréôtor* : -. Thïa section will.,//':%v
:have;é'‘net ■ pHsii^io; effect--canéife'rtrèBisyér^
Thié;/â^ in pri^ ièed tO: a oolm^ y u # #  o y w  the fiéî|Ur
Bowein (19^ ) has shown tha^ ^^  of the ohicmatîo^ i^ forméd lay
rrcl^icaI>Bc^dtv:ia:;iin^^
■ rajtior sùidr # reO tiy ' proÿéx i^ipnad r ^ ;Fdiipthéï^ fé' ■ thé - ■<.
:.po%Mptor':plate,; G^réËéiÿ-'^ '^ésoop^  ^ -'trr/;
powerful ^  that of rthé oorrééponding olaésioÀi'' ^ h a id t;j^  While «képt : 
caloO iatiw é réquiré more ihfozi#tion on thé op
end thé 4 % i W  . ôlasaicalÿSiçdàldt;^  havé^a -trri^ c
chromât le i ^ ^  diaïaiétef over w é  rOhge 36bo^57d6À léàiOh is comparable r •
éévélehgth thé médium waééhend# used in cluster photometry may
he a source of colour eqiatxons In any case the greater power of the
éhrématic aherration réïatié^ e to that i^  ^thé équivalent classics
FlGXm
The Gassegraia Schmidt optical aystem#
showiag the priacipal dimeasions givea
in Table 1
LL
A
a
shown in Figure I and the principal dimensions of the St. Andrews 
telescopes are collected in Table 1,
2# The Requirements of In-Focus Stellar Photometry.
The following conditions have to be met if a telescope is to show 
no systematic field error i
1. The optical system must f03?m images of the same structure 
over the reqpxired area of the focal surface*
2* There must be ho vignetting and the reflecting surfaces must 
be uniformly aluminised.
3* The photographic plate must coincide with the focal surface 
within the corresponding depth of focus*
Investigations at several observatories have shown that classical 
Schmidt telescopes, when correctly adjusted, show no systmaatic field 
error exceeding a few hundredths of a magnitude across a field of 30 or 
4^ diameter* The present investigation follows the general lines of 
these studies. (Haffner (l955), Argue (i960, I96I), Ahmed (1963)).
It was mentioned in Chapter 1 that the first condition is not 
fulfilled, but the photometric consequences are not readily deduced*
The optical system is designed to have no vignetting; the reflecting 
surfaces are not accessible for measurement* Long exposure plates of 
fields far from the Milky Way, taken by Mr* C* W* Fraser, were micro^ 
photometered to find the degree of uniformity of illumination of the 
field* The illumination of the Scott Lang Telescope (SLT) field 
decreases by about CÇ 03 from the centre to the ed^ of the photometric 
field, and that of the James Gregory Telescope (JGT) by about 09O6*
' ^  . ' 6 ,  . 
(The photometric field is tak^ to be 3^ in diameter).  ^ The ÜBV filters 
were tested in the Joyce Loebl micro-densitometer* None had transmis­
sion differences greater than Cff 03 between opposite sides of the field# 
and errors will seldom emceed OÇ 01 - 0? 02*
The consequences of given focus errors have been investigated 
extensively in the case of classical Schmidt telescopes* Iris photometry 
of focal sequences shows# in the case of images more than about 2 
magnitudes above the plate limit# a parabolic dependence of magnitude 
difference on focus error* Lig^t which would otherwise be wasted on 
the saturated part of the image can contribute to the blackening and 
make the out-of-focus image stronger* (Haffner 1955)* Near the plate 
limit an image point which would have had an es^sure appropriate to the 
linear part of the characteristic curve of the emulsion falls on the
toe# and the total blackening in the out-of-focus ima^ is less* The
blackening is insensitive to focus error for a narrow range of magnitudes 
around the ^optimum point”* (Weaver 1962)* The same arguments apply 
to Other sources of image spread*
A figure of 09 02 was set as the permissible field error across
the plate* The corresponding depth of focus was found from the iris 
ï^otometry of focal sequences on the coarse grained OaO plates to be 
used for observational projects* Without attempting to cover an 
excessive range of magnitudes on a single plate# the depth of focus is ; 
SLT + 0*001 inch (l thou)
JOT + 0*002 inch ( 2 thou)
The next four chapters describe the wo^ devoted to the attainment' '■ ■ ■ - ' '
of these tolerances*
FIÛUBE 2* -
(à) The foous-temperature plot for the
Scott Lang Telescope# based on focus
plates taken in the period January- August# 1964#
(b) The focus-temperature plot for the
Scott hang Telescope# based on knife- 
edge tests made in the Spring of 13634
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7.
3# Focussing Problems with the Scott Lang Telescope*
The focussing procedure used in 1963 was to set the focus wheel in 
accordance with a formula which gives the focus reading as a linear 
function of temperature* The thermometer is located inside the tube 
and so indicates the temperature of the mirrors and their supporting 
structure# insofar as these may be said to have a sin^e temperature*
A second thermometer at the top end of the tube was not used* Both 
telescopes are fitted with vapour pressure thermometers# whose slight 
dependence on telescope attitude is unimportant*
Inconsistent results lead to a lengthy investigation of the focussing 
problem* Both focus plates and knife edge tests were used* Figures 
2(a) and 2(b) show plots of focus readings from focus plates taken in 
the first 8 months of I964 and from knife edge tests made in the spring 
of 1965# respectively# as a function of temperature* One scale division 
on the focus wheel is equal to 1 thou change in focus* The focus may 
be determined by either method with a standard deviation of about 
+ i thou* The comparison of focus values from focus plates and 
knife edge tests made in quick succession gives a mean difference 
of 0*0 + 0*2 thou (Fig* 3)# It is important to set the focus wheel 
so that the plateholder assembly is pulled up against gravity# other­
wise errors of up to 5 thou may result from play in the screw*
Figure 2 shows that
1) The relation between focus and t^nperature is not linear.
The data can be represented by two straight liaes# with a slope 
of + 0 .7 thou /° F helow 50° F and + 0.4 thou above 50° F.
2) Miere is a shift in zero point of about 6 thou between the 
two periods* This cannot be attributed to changes in plateholder
FIGURE 3.:
The frequency distribution of residuals# 
focus plate - Foucault# for focus deter­
minations made in quick succession*
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settings* It could# for example# be due to a gradual shift of 
the secondary mirror along the axis* The change is thou^t to 
have occurred by stages# starting in August or September 1964*
3) The scatter in each of the plots 2(a) and 2(b) is far in excess 
of the depth of foOùSé It cannot be accounted for by measuring 
error# and the fact that points near the upper and lower envelopes 
were obtained thxou^out the first period rules out effect 2) as 
a major contributor* Experiments described in the next chapter 
show that thermal lag effects are responsible*
4* Thermal Properties of the Scott Lang Telescope*
The points in Fig* 2(a) show a tendency to fall near the upper 
or lower envelopes of the distribution* %^en the points are classified 
as Hi^t Medium or Low# a relation with time since the dome was opened 
is found %
Number of points H M L
Borne open less than 4 hours 21 6 14
Dome open more than 4 hours 1 1 16
This behaviour suggests a dependence on temperature* The Low foci 
occurring in the first 3 hours were all on nights when the toaperature 
was falling unusually slowly* A sustained fall of temperature throughr- 
out the night may result in the lower envelope never being reached*
The lower envelope is evidently the focus-temperature relation appropriate 
to equilibrium conditions* The telescope requires 4 hours from the time 
the dome is opened to reach this state on a typical night*
Series of knife ed^ tests were made on à number of ni^ts in 
winter 1964-65* Figure 4 shows a few examples* While there are some
FIGURE - 4»
The change of focus with temperature on 
individual ni^ts* Scott Lang Telescope*
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anomalies, the usual situation is that the focus is maintained at a 
nearly constant value when the twperature is falling fast, while a 
slow temperature change produces a more rapid fall in focus reading. 
In some cases the focus reading actually rose to begin with, even 
thou^ the temperature of the telescope fell.
These phenomena can he explained as the result of theimal lag 
within the telescope structure.
In the notation of Pig. 1 the distance from the primary vertex 
to the focus,is
X * "s'«*p
■ rp - Tg _ 2a
where we have neglected the small influ^ice of the corrector plate on 
the focus position. Facial differentiation gives for the two 
telescopes
SLT JGT
V'i i-g -0.40 -0.33
> 3/1 rp +1.79 +1:64
3 /3  a -4,58 -4.28
While the construction materials of the SLT are not known exactly, 
we note that the coefficient of thermal expansion of steel is about 
3 times larger than that of Hysil glass, and taken with the large value 
of a it appears that the separation of the mirrors is the crucial
factor.
The observed behaviour can be explained in terms of the action of 
the bimetallic compensator which is built into the secondary mirror 
mount# This acts to maintain the separation of the mirrors as the 
temperature falls, giving a nearly constant focus for some time.
10.
(Walandf 19^)# It effectively provides a negative thermal coefficient. 
It does not cool so rapidly as the tube, which protects it from the
cold outside, but its effect predominates %dien equilibrium is attained 
and the overall temperature coefficient has the opposite sign to that 
which would result if the secondary mirror were simply attached to the 
tube. The initial rise in focus reading %diich has sometimes been 
noticed is due to the tube cooling before any marked change occurs in 
the temperature of the compensator.
It is clear that the bimetallic compensator cannot be relied upon 
to meet the accuracy required for in-focus photometry*
5* Pocussing for Photometric Observations.
The accuracy attained by the knife edge method meets the requirements 
of in-focus photometry# It is only necessary to determine the focus 
once each hour or so to keep the focus within the tolerance of + 1 thou 
at the centre of the plate.
The different plateholders were adjusted relative to a standard so 
that differential tilts across the field did not exceed + ÿ thou; the 
standard plateholder was squared on relative to the focal plane to a simi­
lar tolerance. The adjustment of plateholders was done easily using 
an arrangement suggested by Dr# V.C. Reddish* The plateholder was 
mounted face down in a replica of the plateholder mount which was 
attached to a tripod with adjustable legs. A dial test indicator on 
a steel block could be moved freely on a polished granite slab with 
its probe in contact with a plate in the holder and the legs adjusted 
to give the same reading all over the plate. A second plateholder, 
with the same plate inserted, then replaced the first, and its
XI.
adjusting screws were set to give the same reading overall.
Finlay-Freuadlich and Waland (1953) reported that the secondary 
mirror could tilt sli^tly as the telescope*s orientation was altered, 
leading to a change in image quality and a tilt of the focal surface 
relative to the plate. No effect of this nature was noticed in the 
present study; the appearance of the astigmatic Off-axis images, 
which is veiy sensitive to focus changes, remains unchanged over a wide 
range of telescope attitude.
The corrections required for the UBF filters were detenained from 
several knife edge tests and focus plates to an estimated + thou.
In practice each filter was used with a particular plateholder and the 
appearance of the images far from the optical axis used to deduce small 
corrections from operational plates. The focus error for a particular 
plateholder + filter combination should not exceed^ ^  thou.
The test gear described above was used to detemine the profile 
of unexposed photographic plates* It W£^ found that plates are 
noimally concave on the emulsion side, in accordance with earlier 
investigations by others. The depth of the concavity between the 
plate centre and the mean of the three support points was measured 
for 3 different plate batches :
103a3) 9 plates 0.2 thou.
OaO 7 plates 0*5 thou*
OaJ 12 plates 1.0 thou.
Individual plates may depart considerably from the mean; it mi^t 
be desirable to press the plates flat or to use specially selected 
flat glass plates.
12* .
It is considered that the required accuracy of focus is attainable 
with the Scott Lang Telescope#
6m Focussing Problem with the Janas Gregory Telescope*
The methods used to study the focus problems and thermal properties 
of the Scott Lang Telescope were applied to the James Gregory Telescope 
during I965# The softness and complexity of the images reduces the 
accuracy of focus determinations from focus plates; it is only with 
difficulty that the focus can be judged to the nearest 2 thou# The 
sjyherical aberration means that there is no position of the knife edge 
for which the whole aperture goes dark at once, so that it is necessary 
to estimate the focus for the same aperture zone each time# Individual 
knife edge and focus plate estimates of the focus difjfered by up to 
6 thou, with differences greater than 2 thou in 40^ of the cases, and 
even larger errors were sometimes deduced from the image quality of 
intended photometric plates set on a knife edge focus* Figure 3 shows 
a histogram of the difference between the focal positions derived from 
the two methods applied in quick succession#
The 8 inch square plateholders were adjusted early in 196$*
Apparatus of the type used for the SLT was not available* The plateholder 
was placed with its three set screws on the granite slab and a dial 
test indicator on a long arm attached to a steel block was moved over 
the upper (rear) surface of a standard plate in the holder* The 
accuracy attained is thou^t to be within the depth of focus - possibly 
1 thou tilt across the field#
The study of the the mal properties of the JGT was hampered by 
abrupt changes in focus# % e  first of these was caused by a change in
plateholder register, hut subsequent shifts must be attributed to a 
mechanical shift within the tele^ppe# Thermal lag does not seem 
to be a possible cause, as the changes were large and the temperature 
conditions were not abnormal# These changes^ in the sense of depar­
tures from the focus-temperature, relation applicable before the change, 
were
1965 April Reading up by 4 thou*
early October down by 6-8 thou*
late October up by 6-8 thou*
The focus-temperature relation for three overlapping temperature 
intervals has a linear coefficient :
24 - 42° P -0.6 thou/* P.
30 - 40° P -0.3 thou/° P.
38 - 56® P -0.3 thou/® P.
The secondary mirror is free to move along the tube, its distance
from the primary being maintained by invar rods even though the tube 
ejqpands or contracts* The overall dependence of focus on temperature 
should be in the range -0*1 to +0*2 thou/^ F, where the major uncer­
tainty, is the thermal coefficient of the particular specimen of invar 
used* (Kaye and Laby, 1964)* The dependence of focus on temperature 
evidently can be eliminated by a suitable choice of materials* The 
average measured value of -0*4 thou/^ F falls well outside this range 
and suggests that the mechanism may have been inoperative* The measured 
CO-efficient is not far from that which would be expected if the mirror 
separation were controlled by the steel tube*
Thermal lag effects have not been observed and probably do not cause
14*
a spread in focus of more than 2 thou at a given temperature*
A curvature of the focal plane relative to a plate, amounting to 
2 thou between the centre and edge of the field, was suspected* The 
focal surface appears to be concave to the telescope, opposite to the 
spurious field curvature which would result from concavity of the 
photographic plate* The profile of 8 inch square plates has not been 
measured*
. The photometric plates were focussed on the average of the readings 
from the current focus formula and from the knife edge test* Only about 
3O5É of all such plates were within the required tolerance of + 2 thou, 
as judged from focus plates taken at the time*
7* Photometry in the Coma Cluster*
Argue (1964) has published a photo-electric sequence on the UBV* 
System specially for the purpose of testing Schmidt or other wide field 
telescopes* The sequence comprises 179 stars in a 3^*3 diameter field 
centred on the Coma open cluster* The magnitude scale from V 6.5 to 
V » 15#6 is defined by 47 stars in the colour range 0*35 < (B-V)< 0*68 
which are confined to a small, slightly off-centre area of the field*
A further 51 stars of magnitudes 11 and 12, confined to the same colour 
range but spread over the field, are intended to determine the field 
error* The remaining 81 stars, distributed over the field, are 
suitable for the determination of the colour equation at several magni­
tude levels* Figure 5 shows the colour magnitude diagram of the 
"scale” and "colour” stars*
Satisfactory plates were taken, with both telescopes in the period
. FIGURE 5*.
The colour magnitude diagram for the stars 
of the photo-electric sequence in the Coma 
field# The "Scale” and "Colour" sequence 
stars are denoted by crosses and dots, 
respectively.
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^ April 1965# # #  weather waa ij^ aerall^  poor at that time
and laaay of the idates were taken on ni^ta of low hut not noticeably 
patcliy tmnaparenoy* exposure time was uouaXly 5 minuteo#
The plate^fiXter coabinations and the number of platea taken with 
each instrument are given in the following table#
Colour#
V
V
B’
Plate
103aP
OaO
10303)
SbT
JGT
Filter#
PlXkington OT 6
Schott G G 13
Schott G G 14
Schott G G 13
Ihmber of Plates
12
9
7
11
Details of the individual plates^ including the focus error 
estimated from focus plates or from subsequent knife edge tests, are 
given in Table 2* Several of the plates taken with the JGT are out 
of focus by more than the estimated depth of focus#
5he plates were developed for 5 minutes àt 68^ F in Dl$b, being 
brushed or vigorously rocked#
% e  plates were measured with the Askania Becker iris photometer 
at the IWversity pbsezvatory# The power supply to the measuring lamp 
was rectified to reduce â/g ripple on # e  Cathode Hay Oooillosoope trace# 
Drift corrections were applied in some cases# These corrections were 
detexsdiied as thé average drift measured for three images of different 
strengtht t)%oug{h it is suspected that the drift was not completely 
independent of image strength#
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The iris cuïves were dram by hand for the scale stars only and 
the deviation in magnitudes read off for all the other stars# 
Measuring errors were estimated as follows :
A# Standard deviation of a single measure of a given im^e,
deduced from repeated measures on the same plate# (iris
photometer measuring error)#
B# Standard deviation of a single meemure of a given star on a
given plate, dedtxsed from the interagreement of magnitudes
deduced for the same star on several plates# Any variable
{^steaatic plate error will contribute to this but a field
error common to all plates will not#
0# Standard deviation in the photo-electric measures according
to Argue (single observation)#
SLT (B plates) JGT, (B plates)
B A
... 1
B
(
A B c
8-9 + 0#02 + 0#08 ± 0*05 ±  0.07 t 0.03
9-10 0#03 0*07 0.02 0.09 0.04
10-11 0#03 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.04
11-12 b#03 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.07
12-13 0#03 0.07 0.03 0.06 0.10
13-14 0.02 0.05 0.10
14-15 0#05 0*10 0.03 0.07 0.10
.> 15 0.05 0.09 0.10
FIGURE 6é
The field error of the Scott Lang Telescope^ : 
averaged over all V plates of the Coma field# 
The residuals y ## 7 - V are plotted
against the angular distance from the centre 
of the field for stars in each of the four 
quadrants S# É and M#
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8f Field Error»
The deviations for the Field stars show that both instruments have 
field errors* though of opposite sign* It should he horne in mind 
that the centre of the distribution of the scale stars is in the fourth 
(SW) quadrant. Figures 6 and 7 give the mean field error a 
function of angular distance from the centre of the field for the 4 
quadrants for each instrument.
The field error of the SLT is such that stars away from the optical 
axis are measured too bri#^t* This is in the sense to be expected for 
stars several magnitudes above the plate limit if the error were due to 
the increasing sise of the astigmatic images with distance from the 
centre of the field*
Stars are measured fainter the farther they are from the centre of 
the field of the JGT, The error is about Of 06* A plot of one 
against the other shows a scatter diagram; however the errors of deter­
mination of either field error are quite large. One possibility is 
that the stellar field error is due to the interaction of the stellar 
image with the sky background# as occurs in the photometry of star 
fields with a variable nebulous background*
Alternatively the variations in image structure over the field 
be responsible* The 11 blue plat es are divided into 3 groups $ 
characterised by
a) Good seeing, good focus* (3 plates) ,
b) Poor seeing, good focus. (4 plates)
c) Average seeing, poor focus, (4 plates)
The first group appears to have a larger field error than the other two;
FIGUBE 7# . ^
The field error of the James Gregory Telescope,
averaged over all B plates of the Coma field*
; . ' ' ' . ' 'C ' 'The residuals u  B « B ^  /le plotted
against the angular distance from the centre of
the field for stars in each of the four quadrants
N, S, E and K
Field e r r o r  i k b <13
0-a
0*1
+ 0-1
•f 0-3
■h O'l
+ 0 a.
this be attriWted. to the sharpe^ r
Re^uwgmnremeat of 4 V plates with a larger iris showed no'appreci*^ 
able, difference#
If some of the li^t is pattered yeiÿ widely in o f s  ^  
by the large optical aberrations g the normal ma^itude-focus error 
relation would not apply and all stars mi^t be measured faint bfffaocis* 
It does not appear possible to reach a final d^isipn as to the 
cause of the field error in thé JGT* .
Both telescopes give= a satisfactorily séall field error over a 
field, of 1^ diameters
This study does hot settle the (p%estion regarding the suitability 
of Cassegrain Schmidt telescopes for in-focus stellar photoèetryg since 
neither instrument provides the ulti#kte peiformance possible with the 
design# : .
9» Photographic Colour Equations#
The colour equation was determined from the stars in a 2® diameter 
circle whose centre was displaced from the centre of the plate towards 
the centre of the concentration of scale and colour stars in the SW 
quadrant. JSleveh stars which gave excessive xesidual sin the same 
sense with both telei^opes and whose photo-electric magnitudes were 
noted as uncertain by Argue weire rejected#
Sample, colour equation curves are. shown in Figure 8# The colour 
equation was represented by a 1 inear function of ( ) fitted by least
squares in order to eliminate personal bias# The calculations were 
repeated for various magnitude intervals and field réfection criteria
FIGURE
The dei>endence of the residuals A V * 
on colour (B-V) for three magnitude intervals* 
Photometry of the Coma cluster field with the 
Scott Lang Telescope*
13 < V
l l < v <  13
o 0 ^ 0 ^
0*0
0*00
( B - V )
âB à ohieckf thé error 6f ©ach mean colour coéffiôieht is
+ 0*02# ©accept for the fmimtest group whe^ the scatter is large* 
The fonowiug Tab!é gives where #..»
JOT
B <il#5 ' . ' 0*10 - 0*10
.11*5<.13*5 . 0*00 ' - 0*0$
13*5<.B<15 0*00 '+;6.02
V <11*0 + 0*14 + 0*13
11*0 < V <  13*0 +0.04 +0.13
1 3 * 0 < Y < 1 5  +0*04 +0*0?
The filters were those reco%m(mde& hÿ Jc^ (I955)i eaoccpt for
thé Pilkiugtou Qlé w #  to ^produce the V ma^^tudes With the StT*
It has a short Wavelemgth out-off at about I50 A to thé violet of the 
cut-off of the photo-eiectrio y band aiid about 100 A to the violet of 
that of the Schott QG 11 or GO I4 filters recommended for photographic 
iàiàé*'\v ' . . ; ' ' - ' ' ' / " ' / . : /:  ^' / ' ' ; .
Batperience with the Badoliffe 74 inch reflector shows that adherence 
to Johnson*© precepts does not guaxantee the absence of a colour ecpia- 
tion in photographic photometzy. The interest in the present colour 
equations lies in thé difference between the two telescopes and in the 
dependence on magnitudes
Additional observations of the open cluster H5Ô 752 were made With 
the in November 1965* Kodak IlaO plates were used for the B 
magnitudes; the same filter$ and 103aD plate batch were used as in Cma*
A total of 7 plates, in each colour were taken with B minute exposures 
and io with 2(0 second exposures* Most of the plates were taken in 
quick succession on one night.
Thé standard stiars are contained in an area approximately Ip in 
diameter# eliminating field error. The close agreeomnt of the photo­
electric measures by Johnson (1953) and by Bggen (1963) supports 
Johnson*s claim of an internal standard error of a single observation 
of + 0^*01* A small systematic diffeiênoe between the respective 
scales was allowed for in deriving mean magnitudes for the present study* 
The Éain uncertainty in the colour equations found is caused by the 
spabseness 6f standard stars at the bri^t end of the magnitude scale# 
especially in V. (See Fig* 9)* The magnitude ranges used were 
8*0 < V <  10*5 and 8.0 < B  <11.0.
Two independent reductions were made ï a hand curve fitted graphically 
to the mean iris reading for all plates of a set and a polynomial of 
second or third degree fitted by least squares to the iris reading of 
each plate* linear colour equations were fitted by least squares*
Thé values of %  in the following Table are the mean of the values from 
the two reductions* Thé standard error of each mean colour coefficient# 
judged from the inter^agreement of the values for different plates# is 
-r : ^ y ' ,,
Exposure . B V
10 sec. - 0.03 + 0.08
. 3 min* + G.20 + 0*10
These colour equations cannot be attributed to a mismatch of wave­
bands, which would affect stars of different magnitudes aid of different
. FIGUPJg 9*
The colour magnitude diagram for the 
photo-electric standards in NGC 752*
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exposures equally# The diffeWnce bè^wèeui the ooiour eq;uatioms for 
lon^ and shoi^ ea^osures of HOG tjè is not due to different atmospheric 
extinction^ The distrihutions in the two4colour diagram of stars used 
for the deteiffiination of colour eq^ uatiohs in different magnitude inter­
vals in the Ooma field are yeiy similar^ so it is imlikely that the 
ofian^ e in colour eqnetion with magnitude is caused by a change in the 
stellar properties with apparent ma^itude# The variation with 
eacposure time of the B colour equations in M  752 must he of instrumental 
origin as the same staM were used to find the colour equations for 
long and short exposures*
Possible causes of magnitude dependent colour equations# sometimes 
referred to as the j^otogrsphic Purkinje effect# have been discussed by 
Heaver (1962) «md by stock and Williams (l$$2)* The effect arises from 
a wavelen^h dependence of the image structure# which may be caused by 
chromatic aberration in the optical systm Tpr by wavelength dependent 
scattering in the photographic emUlsiph^ The chah^ in image structure 
affects the total blackening and hence the deduced magnitude in the same 
way as the focus errors discussed in Chapter 2# The generally small 
colour terms for the faintest magnitude group in Coma may be attfibuted 
largely to the mismatch of the photographic colour system (neglecting 
ima^ structure) and of the B# 7 system defined by the photo-electric 
photometry#
The 7 colour equations with the two telescopes are not strictly 
comparable since different filters were used* The main change in 
colour equation occurs at a fainter magnitude in the case of the JGT*
The opposite signs of the trends with magnitude in the B colour eq^tions
•V*
, 22. 
suggest either that different physical phenomena are responsihle or that 
optical differences are the cause* The instrumental profile of the JGT 
is large compared to the image sine which would result from emulsion 
scattering alone# so it seems likely that chromatic aberration is 
important* The excessive power of the corrector plate# with a refractive 
index which is greater the shorter the wavelength# means that within the 
B or V waveband the resulting image spread must be greater at shorter 
wavelengths* This is in accordance with the sign and magnitude depen-
.X ■ ■ , ' . •dence of the B colour term but not with those of the V colour equation*
The situation in the SLT is not clear; it is probable that lif^t scatter­
ing in the emulsion is relatively more important# thou^ even on-axis images 
are larger than would be the case if this were the only instrumental cause 
of image spread*
A difference of 0*1 in colour coefficient when different 0 emulsions 
are used for the B waveband may hot be unusual* The change in colour 
coefficient with exposure time in NGC 752 is surprisingly large and 
contrasts with the near equality of the V colour coefficient for the two 
exposure groups*
Argue (19^3) reported a photographic Purkinje effect in his own 
photometry of the Coma cluster with the Cambridge Schmidt# while Lawrence 
and Reddish (I965) found large colour equations in V in their photometry 
of Cygnus II with the Hamburg and Edinburg Schmidt telescopes*
The colour equations reported here would lead to sezdous photo­
metric errors if tlieÿ; were not correctly allowed for* Unless the source 
of such effects can be found and eliminated# accurate photometry will 
require sufficient photo-electric standards to allow the calibration of
23*
the whole magnitude and colour range of the, photographic instrument*
(Argue 1963)*
10* Conclusions*
The presence of optical and mechanical defects in the St* Andrews 
telescopes prevents an assessment of their ultimate potentiality for 
in-focus stellar phot<»etry* The error-free field was approximately 
1^ in diameter when the writer tested them (I965)* The presence of 
comqdicated colour equations requires numerous photo-electric standards 
to calibrate the colour system# and these telescopes would be uneconomical 
when compared with à classical ^ hmidt having a useful field of perhaps 
3° in diameter*
A more useful application of these telescopes is in survey programmes* 
The Scott Lang Telescope has been used to detect very red stars by taking 
yellow amd infra red plates of Milky Way fields* The V-I index of 
late M stars is large compared to the photometric errors* The dominance 
of instrumental over seeing image spread is advantageous in enabling one 
to take plates with closely comparable image quality# an important con­
sideration if it were desired to search for variables*
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S E C T I 0 N 2.
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND PHOrQ-ELSCTRIC PHOTOMETRY 
WITH THE RABCLIPFE 74 IHCH MPLBCTOR^
1. Introduction*
Thé Radcliffe Observatory is situated on a ridge $#000 feet above 
sea level and 4 miles from the centre of Pretona* Artificial lighting 
is responsihle for the hi^ sky hri^tness near the zenith of V » 20*6,
B ■ 21*6# Ü « 21 *5 magnitudes per square second of arc# respectively* 
Slag-pouring operations at the Iscor Steel Woxks# 6 miles West of the 
OhseaTvatory# are carried out at irregular intervals when they cause a 
rapidly fluctuating sky hri^tness for 10 minutes or so* This is a 
serious hindrance to the photo-electric photoaetiy of faint stars* 
Industrial smoke# from Iscor and other sources# is a frequent nuisance in 
winter* The weather is stron^y seasonal with almost continually clear 
conditions in winter hut much cloud in summer*
The 74-inch telescope is a conventional paraboloidal reflector built 
by Grubb Parsons. The ^  /l8 Cassegrain focus is used for photo­
electric and spectroscopic work; direct photography is carried out at 
the Newtonian focus# using a 44-inch aperture stop to give a focal ratio 
of -f/8*2* The primary mirror is pyrex and the secondaries are fused 
quartz* The reflecting surfaces are aluminised* The cylindrical 
turret is effectively theimally insulated so that the instrument is not 
usually subject to serious thermal effects*
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2* The Photo-electric Photometer#
The photo-electric photometer# à single channel instrument of 
conventional design (Feast et al# 19^0) is mounted in place of the 
spectrograph field eyepiece at a broken Cassegrain focus* There are 
thus 3 aluminised reflecting surfaces in the optical train* The Pabry 
lens is of fused quartz and the window of the SMI 6256 A photomultiplier 
tube is also quartz* The filters used to define the U W  system are
U : Coming 9863 
B : Schott BG 12 + GO 13
V t :Omag : 303
The focal plane diai^ iragns used have circular holes of diameter 
37**.9# 19**.3. and 11**#6# holes 5$ 4 and 3 respectively. All observa­
tions of faint stars were made with hole 3» which was also used for 
bri^t cluster stars unless the seeing required the use of hole 4*
Hole 5 was used mainly for standard star tie-ins under poor seeing 
conditions*
The output from the cell is taken via a short low noise co-axial
cable to the amplifier# which is bolted to a faceplate just below the
photometer on the spectrograph cabing* The output is taken to a Brown 
recorder on the observing floor; the EHT unit for the photomultiplier 
is mounted with it* A B.C* Amplifier built in the Royal Observato^ 
wozkshops was used until August I966# when a General Radio 1230-A D*G* 
amplifier became available* The R* 0* amplifiers had insufficient gain 
to provide full scale deflection on the recorder chart for stars fainter 
than about V « 13 and the observations of faint stars described here 
would not have been possible with them*
The amplifiers were calibrated at least every 2 or 3 months#
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using as input either a D.C# source of hi^ internal resistance or the
signal from the photomultiplier when a source was placed in the
,
filter slide. Different calibrations of the GR amplifier showed a 
maximuàt difference of approximately 5^ over the full range; no dependence 
on tmaperature was found and it is possible that the differences are due 
to calibration errors of a random nature.
The photometer field eyepiece was provided with a graticule wit3i 
10 second squares; the star was centred on this and could then be 
centred more accurately if necessary by looking throu^ the focal plane 
diai^ragm with a microscope. Veiy faint stars were located by measuring 
offsets from a bri^t star on a direct photograph and setting the bright 
star at the appropriate position on the graticule (Arp# 1958a). This 
procedure generally sufficed to position a star near the centre of 
hole 3.
3. Photo-electric Observing Methods.
Procedures prescribed by Dr. P.J. Andrews were used for all Radcliffe 
observations in the interests of uniformity and to minimise the time spent 
on calibration observations*
The extinction was assumed to be independent of colour. Observations 
were confined to moderate values of secz - up to 1.3 for NOG' 6383 when 
3 hours off the meridian and I.65 for 10 2581 at 4 hours Nest. The 
colour system was determined by observing ÜB7 standards, mainly from the 
E regions (Cousins, I96I), at sec Z of approximately 1.1. If there 
is a term of O.04 (B-V) in as found elsewhere, an error of 0®.02
for each magnitude difference in (B-V) between standard and programme
eir,
star would result at sec Z * 1.6. The veiy red stars are very faint 
and generally not cluster members, so that an error of this size is not 
considered important.
The colour systma was calibrated every few months as the mirrors 
aged by observations of about $0 standard stars. These observations 
were made jointly by Dr. Andrews and the writer, usually on nights of 
poor seeing and above average transparency. The observations for winter 
1967 are shown in Fig. 10, together with the adopted curves. The 
transfoimatioh for U-B is not completely satisfactory. This is a long 
standing problem in UB7 photometry. Dr. A.W.J. Cousins, who has been 
responsible for most of the work on standard stars in the Southern sky, 
has even suggested that precise transformation is impossible so that each 
observer mij^t as well use his own colour system, defining his own 
standard relationships for intrinsic lines and reddening. The system 
would not be constant for a given instrument, because changes in the 
instrumental system as the mirrors age can be greater than the difference 
between the standard system and the transitory instrumental system which 
best reproduces it*
The difficulties are especially severe for reddened blue stars: 
entering the grajh for the correction f^ ,^  with (U-b ) and (b -7), the value 
deduced for a given star would depend on the reddening. Much of the 
change in f^:^  ^must be due to differences in the Balmer jump; in applying 
the relation defined by little reddened dwarf stars (very few reddened 
stars are available as standards) to reddened stars, £Ui attempt has been 
made to use % e  value appropriate to the unreddened colours if this lead 
to a substantial difference. The total amplitude of fub sometimes
giaupjs . 10.
The colour traasforxaation curves for photo­
electric XÏBV photometry with the 74-i2ach. 
reflector, determined in April, I^îay and June, 
1967. These are based on observations of 
standard stars in E6, E7 and E8#
The sense is that these corrections have to be 
added to the instrumental magnitude or colour of 
a programme star# The adopted curves are shown#
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Cousins (1967) has found sillily different curves of the correction 
f^ÿ against B-Y for reddened and unreddened stars. The difference is of 
the order of 0®.01 and is ignored#
Local standards within the cluster fields were observed on good 
ni^tsi using E region stars and some additional stars at hi^er declina­
tion (Cousins and 8toy, I964) as standards. The extinction was measured 
when possible, otherwise the average values ky * » 0.30, IC^ y * O.I9
were used. The individual deterainations generally agreed to hh QPi.Ol 
but with larger differwices in the (U-b) tie-ins for IC 25Ô1* Uncertainties 
in the standard star values, especially for (U-B) (Cousins, 1968) may be 
responsible. Uncertainties in colour transformations may also be 
important. Star 6 in M3G 6383 was observed op 7 ni^ts in I966 and 2 
nights in I967 relative to stars in B re^on 7# The total range of the 
individual values of Y$ (B-V) and (U-B) was only 0®.02 in either season 
but . there were differences, in the sense ( 1967-1966), of +C)®é01, -0^.01 
and+0®,03 respectively. It se^s likely that the true uncertainty in 
the zero points is set by these effects, which are larger than the formal 
standard errors bf individual tie-ins would suggest.
The observations of all other stars were made relative to these 
local standards, which had to be assumed constant in li^t (but see later). 
Extinction and colour corrections were allowed for before deteimining 
the zero points.
4# Photometry of Faint Stars.
Single deflections on stars fainter than Y # 15.5 do not give
. ' 2<)„
sufficient accuracy. It is difficult to centre a star fainter than V » 16.0 
on the graticule directly* The observations of fainter stars were 
therefore made by offsetting from the position of a nearby bright star 
and aalcing repeated measures of star and sky.
The reference star must be within 2^  in each co-ordinate but not 
so close- as to contribute appreciably to; the measured li^t; a star 
with 1KY<C13 is most suitable# These requirements imposed a severe 
limitation on the choice of faint sequence stars in NGC 6383. It is 
also necessary to find a sky position free from faint stars. It is 
possible that the systematic errors which are suspected in the U magni­
tudes fainter than Ü » 17*9 in HOC 6383 are the result of a failure to
ensure equality of the diffuse background (whether nebulous or scattered
starli^t) in star and sky positions# ;
Repeated measures are essential not only to reduce random errors
per se but because it occasionally happens that *^ star + sky” gives a 
smaller deflection than ”sky” alone# Where only single deflections are 
made such measures are rejected (to avoid log of a negative quantity) 
and the resulting magnitude scale is biased to bri^ter magnitudes.
The usual procedure was to observe in the order ...Y* B* Bs Ys Y* ...*.,
\7±th eàch deflection lasting up to one minute. The U magnitude was 
th^ measured on a hi^er gain.
Drifting thin cloud or smoke illuminated by city li^ts and the 
periodic Iscor outbursts, for which watch was kept from a window, are 
the main external sources of error. If either was noticed the obF^ erva- 
tion was terminated and a local standard star observed. Checks on 
bri^t stars showed that the centring was generally accurate, thou^ a
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few observations were rejected because of 
erratic results^;
Â s^ple Brown recorder tracing of a faint star is repioduced in
5^  Oomoarison with iPrevious Observations»
The differences between the present ;^ot<>-electilp observations 
in 10 258I and #ose of Femie (1966) are plotted in Fi^re 12. The 
new observations indicate that the stars are fainte? asid sll^tly 
redder in (B-T) t the ultraviolet obsex^tions are not comparable# as 
Fernie used a refwtor. The iaèall standard deviation of indi^di&al 
points about the iris curves (Chapter 11) sug^^sts that the large 
scatter in Figure Î2 is not attidbutable to the n ^  observations# The 
values of V and (B-^ Y) :^vèn for star 2 (HD 90706) by Cousins and Stoy 
(I964) agree well with those found here for this local standj^, while 
the internal consistency of all the sero pointy transfeie for stars 2#
3 and 7 excludes the ^ssibility of à large sero point error in T#
It is concluded t^t most of the difference between the present observa­
tions and those by Ferhie is attributable to e:iwrs in the latter.
The differences between the present i^oto-el^ti^c obsewations in 
W C  6383 and those of Eggen (1961) are shown in Figwpe 13# The^ 
appears to be a scale difference in y» , à systematic : difference (possibly 
colour dépendent) in (b-T) and a large scatter in (U^B) » ; It does not 
seem possible ; to account for the differences in Y and (B-T) as the 
result of erroi^ in; the present pbsérvatiônSf althou# the problem of 
transfonaing instrumental to standard (B-Y) colours of reddened early
w i m m  12.
Thé differences, present - Femie, in V
and (B-Y) for photo-electric sequence stars
in IC 2561 observed by Fernie (1966) and by
the writer#
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type stars may have led to larger errors than the interagreement of 
individual observations would suggest* The large differences in 
(tJ-B) may be attributable in some oases to the difficulties introduced 
by the scattered light of HD 159176*
6m Photographic Observations*
The 74“inph reflector is used with a 44-ii*oh stop to reduce coma 
to negligible proportions over a field of 16* diameter (Arp, 1958a)*
The Hewtonian flat is adjusted in daylight at the start of each run*
The collimation is determined from symmetry and the squaring^-on of the 
plateholder is checked by viewing the Cassegrain baffle in front of the 
primary mirror with a small telescope mounted in the plateholder* The 
two adjustments are made by moving the plateholder mount perpendicular 
to the optical axis using the XI guiding motions and by rotating the 
secondary mirror mount about the optical axis of the primary* The 45 
tilt of the secondary mirror and the squaring-on adjustments of the 
breechpiece and plat^olders are kept fixed* ühe optical axis may 
deviate from the plate centre by as much as in practice* This
is only apparent on plates taken at full aperture*
The depth of focus has not been measured* Extrapolation from the 
values quoted for Schmidt telescopes, assuming an inverse dependence on 
the square of the focal ratio, gives a value of 5 thou* This is in 
accordance with the appearance of focal sequences* Xnife edge focussing
gives an internal errpr of about ♦ 0*1 mm (4 thou) ; focus plate 
determinations agree within this tolerance and the tilt across the field 
is not larger than this* The focus changes only very slightly during
FIGURE 13*
The differences, present - Eggen, in V,
(b-V) and (U-b) for photor-elebtric sequence
stars in USC 6383 observed by Eggen (196I)
and by the writer#;
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the ni^t unless there is an unusually rapid fall in temperature.
Sli^t astigmatism is probably always present| strong astigmatism 
occurs at hour an^es in excess of those used for photometric plates. 
Exposures were restricted to the region within 3 hours of the meridian* 
G^ding is by means of the XT motions on the plateholder mount; 
an off-axis guide star is viewed through one of two eyepieces mounted 
on slides.
The telescope has an open frame tube# Stray light from sky or 
ground is kept off the plate by means of a black cloth wound round part 
of the top section of the tube, a wooden baffle between the breechpiece 
and the 44*inch aperture, a second black cloth round the breechpiece 
itself and the wind blind*
The plate and filter combinations were t
V 103aD + GG 11 or 103^ f GG 11
B 103aD + GG 13 or llaO + GG 13
U laO + UG 2
The plate size is 3j inch x 4^ inch.
Table 3 contains details of all the plates of 1C 258I and BOO 6383. 
Â range of exposure times was used to ensure that each star could be 
measured on more than one plate under favourable conditions regarding 
image strength, scattered light and crowding.
7. . Reduction Procedures.
The plates were measured with the Sartorius iris-diaphragm photo­
meter# The stability of this instrument is excellent, with no drift 
when it is properly aligned* All the stars above the plate limit
rather ooi^eryatiyel^^ ieetimatéd) or the faint of the 
seqh^o and within a cirolé of diameter 16» (iC 25^1) or 20* (iGfC 6383) 
yiéTp meamired^ 8ky fog measures were made on the long eaq^adre plates 
of W O  6383 hnd for star^ in the vioihity of bright stars on the resminiag
; The long exposure plates of HOG 6383# bn which the fog density 
varied due to faint nebulosity and scattered 1 ight fzôm #ie 08 star 
HD 159176, were reduced graphically# The iris curves for the 2 hour 0 : 
exposures were plotted with the iriè reading corrected for the local sky /3 ;| 
fog to avoid biasing the curve# The deviations in magnitudes of individual ! 
standards on the rimmaihing plates were plotted against the local plate • : j
fog density and corrections made to the magnitudes of Other stars bn the 
basis of the mean relationship. - ,
; The remaining plates were reduced Using the IlK 360 Model 40 ; / : 11 j
Computer ati the Hdmericad Analysis Laboratory of the Cbuhcil for ^  v
Scientific add Industrial Research in Pretoria Two progreuames were 
used# The first determined the relation between the iris readings and 
ma^itudes of the standard stars# The standard magnitudes h M  first 
been placed oh the natural system of the plate by applying the colour 
equations, assumed linear in (B-Y) in the case of B and V, which were 
found graphically from a small sample of the plates# Ho correctidn ;
was applied to the U magnitudes# The hand drawn iris curves also 
permitted the rejection of stars which showed excessive deviations 
from the mean Curve, usually because of background fog near bright stars# f
The programme, like that used for the HGG 752 reductions, is based vj
"9 '.('j
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on the 1620 Library Program 7. p. 002, Polynomial Curve Pitting* The 
first, second and third order polynomials of magnitude as a function 
of iris reading are fitted by least squares for the standards in pre­
determined intervals of magnitude and colour* A colour equation, 
linear in (B-V) for 7 and B, linear in (U-b ) for tj, is fitted for all 
the standards in each ma^itude lange to take up any remaining mismatch 
of colour systems* The polynomial coefficients, the average standard 
deviation of the standards from the curve and the individual residuals 
are printed out*
The division of the total magnitude range on a plate into several 
independent shorter intervals has the following advantages :
1) The order of the best fitting polynomial will in general be 
lower than that for the whole range*
2) The problem of wei^ting created by the great inorease of 
standard error at fainter magnitudes is l^gely avoided*
3) Any change of colour equation with magnitude is handled 
automatically*
4) It is possible to select the scale stars for a given magnitude 
range from a narrow range in colour, avoiding the trend of mean colour 
with magnitude which would otherwise be present* This is less satis­
factory in the U band in the two clusters studied here*
The best order iris curve is selected on the basis of standard 
deviation and lack of correlation between magnitude and residual*
The second programme calculates a magnitude on the plate system 
for each iris reading from the appropriate polynomial* The magnitude
The colour dcp«idei^e of the rosidualo
m'^ of the adopted photographie
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6f à given star on all the plates in a p«wrkÏGulà^ colow ààé e±ix3mire 
grqnp jare ayera^A @n& (B-*?) calculated# ®ie emEOil colour equations 
in B and V are iwoved to plaçe the magiaitudee on the natural syetma 
of the corrected photo-electric etàadàMe, theh the colcur term 
assumed initially is rmoved# ^ Thé final mean and colours
a ^  printed out with the corres^ading standard deviations* The 
unoorrected ma^itudes read directly from the iris curve for each plate 
may also he printed out* No colour eq^tibn is applied td thé Ü 
magnitudes# as it is likely to he a comidicated function of hoth
The mean aàgnitudès fwa the various exposuré groups have heen 
averaged to give final mean magnitudes* The stars which az^ crowded 
or which close to the hright central star are in general measured 
fainter on the shorter exposure* ■ The faintest magnitude found is 
adopted in the former case# thbu^ in some instances this will still 
he too hright* The same procédure has heen used for stars bn a bright 
hackgpround where stahdaçrds in a similar Ibcatioh are hot ayailable*
8* Colour Ecruations*
Table 4 cbntains the mean total colour equations found for the 
various exposure time groups and magnitude intervals in each of the 
three colours* - The coefficients; are defined hy
- ^ ; ;;
Figures I4 and 15 show the residual s for the photographic
FIGURE 15
The Goloiir dependence of the residuals
a . of the adopted lÀotographio
magnitudes from the photon-electric
values for HGC 6383
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aagiiiiudes adopted for the standard stars after ^ era^ng the results 
of the various exposure groups of IC 258I and NGC 6383, respectively*
The residuals in V and B are plotted against (BrV); those in JJ are 
plotted against (U-B)v
The colour equations computed for the different magnitude groups 
cannot readily he compared because the mean colour of the standards 
changes with magnitude# There does not appear to he any appreciable 
photographic Pui4cinje effect# The photographic colour equations for 
the faintest magnitude groups are often dominated by random error; the 
colour equations from the brighter magnitude groups have been applied 
in such cases.
The colour equations of the photographic B magnitudes found using 
103a0 Or IlaO plates respectively are different# Neither the 103aB 
nor the 103a Gj plates used with a Schott GG 11 filter reproduces the 
V waveband veiy closely# Comparison of the V magnitudes for stars 
brighter than y » 15*0 in KGC 6383 as found with the two types of plate 
shows no systematic difference exceeding 0®# 01 after colour corrections 
linear in (B-V) have been applied*
The residuals in ÏÏ do not show a marked dependence on (O-B). The 
computer reductions for 10 2581# where the distribution in colour of 
the standards is »)re favourable than in NGC 6383, show a linear term 
of about 0*02 (BkB) in the sense that red stars are measured faint.
The scatter is quite large and may mask a more complicated colour 
equation* Welker (19^4) has pointed out that the Schott UG 2 filter 
gives rise to a more mailed B bend in the two colour diagram than does 
the Coming 9863 filter originally used to define the U waveband# The
:S7*
reason is the more effective elimination of the spectral region long- 
ward of the Balmer discontinuity by the IÎG 2 filter* The presence of 
stars above the hump of the standard curve in the two colour diagram 
of IC 2581 may indicate that this has occurred in the present work*
The photographic colour syst«a# unlike its photo-electric prototype# 
is not defined by a large number of standard stars covering the full 
range of colours within a limited range of magnitudes* This restric­
tion is imposed by the limited range of types of star available at a given 
magnitude in a limited field and by the large amount of telescope time 
required to provide such a calibration* The result in practice is 
that uncorrected colour equations may be absorbed into the U magnitude 
scale and that stars of equal U may not have equal tJpg,
The.U magnitudes have been left on the instrumental system*
It is not possible to make the common claim that systematic errors
Skre minimised because the standards belong to the cluster and share 
the distribution in ma^itude and colour of cluster members in general*
The analysis shows that the standards# which were selected with a 
variety of criteria (in particular that they be unprowded and# in the 
case of the faintest ones, not on a bright background# so that they are 
often far from the central star and in an empty part of the field) are 
only predominantly cluster members in the brightest few magnitudes*
9* Field Error*
The dependence of the residuals on distance in minutes of arc from
the centre of the field is shown for IC 2581 in FiguM 16 and for
NGC 6383 in Figure 17# Field, errors will to some extent be taken up
. '1
- FIGURE '
Thô magnitude residuals m - a of the 
photographic magnitude# from the photo-electric ' 
values as a function of angular distance from ■ ^  
the centre of IC 25Ô1* : s:
A
0-0
O *0
In the ècaXe and colour oyatem^ hèceuisé theee stars except fpr a few 
which deviated from the trial iris curves and those outsiie thé 16* 
dim&etér field were used to define the system* fhe 16* field is 
seen to he practically free of field error and the error amounts to 
about C^*i at a distance of 12* from the centre* This field error 
is the average of several Hewtonian runs; it seems likely that if the 
error in achieving coincidence hetween the optical axis and thé centre 
of the plate were eliminated# the errqr*free field would he sli^tly 
larger* Stars are measured bright off axis# as would he expected if 
the error were due to coma* ’
An error due to i%&age structure will depend on iaagnitude. The 
indicated correction has been applied only to the few hright stars hetween 
8 * s^d 12 * f rOm the c entré*
10* Errors*
. Tiiè following eswrs are tahulatedi \
1# ; The standard error of a sin^e photo-electric observation
, (Vi (B-vk ( M ) k
2# Thé standard , deviation of the individual points about the iris 
c u ^ S  for a giv^ plate* (?# B#, #
3, The standard error of the, mean of all thé measures of a star on 
the plates (usually 3 or 4 in number) of à given exposure time*
V,.s.:
These random errors^ ^^  ^a^ a function of maÿxitude for
IC 258! and EGO 6383 in Tablés 5 e&d 6# respectively# The internal
EIGÙRjS i v -17:
The magnitude reeiduals fm g; m ^  of ther
phbtpgrapiiic ma^ttiides^ phbibt*
electric/values as a function of àj^ dlàjp 
distance faraa the céirtrei^  6383.
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errors of the final magnitudes should theoretically he about half those 
in column 3# except for the faintest stars which are only measurable on 
the long exposure plates* This is not necessarily so in practice*
The deduced magnitude of a given star may depend on exposure# due to 
sky background and crowding effects# while slight differences in the 
weighting of individual standard stars may result in corresponding 
differences in the magnitude system*
Systematic errors may be due to several causes other than the 
colour equations already described* The largest errors will occur at 
the faint end of the magnitude scale# due to error in positioning the 
iris curve* The error allowable from eye estimates# of the order of 
0®*01 for the brij^ter stars# rises to about CF*1 at most at the faint 
end on the long exposure plates of W C  6383* More serious is the 
possibility that a small number of standards may define a systematically 
incorrect magnitude scale because theif errors are preferentially in 
one direction* The IT magnitudes in IC 258I rest on only 3 standard 
stars with U > 1 7 and the (U-B) colour for the few faint red stars must 
be considered uncertain* An attempt to extend the U magnitude scale 
in HGC 6383 to Ü *p 19 was unsuccessful ; the (tJ-B) values for the few 
photo-electric standards with U > 17*9 are almost certainly too blue*
The iris curves are well defined to the limits V * 18,1# B » 19#7*
U . 17*9*
11* The Detection of Variable Stars*
The two bri^t variables in IC 2ÿ)l were originally used as local 
photo-electric standards# necessitating some additioi^l observing and
complication in the reductions. It is unlikely that their variability 
would have been detected had they not been observed repeatedly as
standards# as they are too bright for photographic observations.
The faint variable stars in HGC 6383 were detected by blinking or 
by plotting iris readings of one plate against those of another,
(This latter procedure was undertaken for a proportion of the plates, 
including all the long exposure plates of HGC 63B3# as a check on 
plate quality). Most of these stars are beyond the limit of the photo­
electric sequence# so only roug^ magnitude estimates are possible, 
Variability is generally regarded as established if a star appears
fainter or brighter than usual on all the plates on a given night.
The total number of observations falls far short of that required 
to make a complete survey for variable stars.
- ■ 41*
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'JHE CTÉH CLUSTER IC 2581.
The open cluster IC 2581 is located at o< « 10^ 23® *7t
S - -57° 08' (1900)5 -i 284“.6, » 00°.0. Tliis
is near the preceding end of the rich complex of young clusters and 
other objects which may be associated with Carinae and the
nebula HGC 3372 (Sher, 1966), The cluster is dominated by the 4th 
magnitude FO la star# HD 90772* The only recent study of the cluster 
is that by Femie (1963)# (1966), who made photo-electric observations 
of many of the brighter stars in the cluster region# He found a 
distame modulus of (m - M)o * 11*1# oorresponding to a distance of 
1,66 k pc,
1# Observations,
Table 7 gives# for the stars of the photo-electric sequence# the 
values of V# (B-V) and (H-B) measured photo-electrically; the total 
number of observations made and the number of (H-B) observations# if 
less; and the values of Y# (B-V) and (U-B) determined photographically. 
Table 8 contains the photographic values of Y# (B-Y) and (t>-B) for the 
remaining stars# All stars brighter than Y * 15*5 and within 8* of 
HD 90772 have been observed# except for a few which are crowded. 
Magnitudes and colours of stars within about 2* of HD 90772 may be in 
error# especially for the fainter stars# because the standard stars 
were not adequate to determine corrections for plate fog caused by the
FIGURE 18,
The identification chart for 
IC, 2581# 74^inch reflector 
stopped to 44 inches. Blue 
li^t.
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scattered li^t of HDD 9^77^* ' The = stars measured are Identified on 
the ^ t o g ] ^  IM^gure ^
Spectral tÿpes, of some of the: hri^ter stars#, estimated on 86 A/mt ' 
or 49 Â/ma sp^trm# are given in Table 9» Suoceseive colirans give : 
Number speigned by Femie# HD or CPD wwber# specitrdl type# colour 
excess absolute ma^itude and distance ia^dulds,. The relations
between spectral type and intrinsic colour and absolute; magnitude are 
from Johnson (1963)1 (1964) and Blàauw (I963)#
2* Cluster Membership and interstellar Reddening*
Star 5 is a foreground object on the basis of spectral type# colour
and magnitude; r Thé remaining sta^; of known spectini type are possible
members of the cluster* The two-colour diagram# Fig* 19# shows that 
the stars fall in 3 main groups Ï
a) Stars near the standard relation for unreddened stars* These
are taken to bO field stars; most are type F or later# on the basis of 
their colours* The tendency Of thèse stars to lie systematically above 
the stm&dard line near (B-v) ^ 6*5# (U-B) *= 0*5# may. be the result of a 
systematic difference between the photographic and the standard ultrâf* 
violet systems* ■; '(•
b) Stars near the standard line displaced for reddening Eg^y*0*42| 
» 0*30#. from (B^# 1>-B) of (10*20, -G*?0) to (+0*60# +0*40)
approximately* ; Host of the bright probable cluster members belong to 
this group and these sthrs are regarded ^  possible cluster mmbers* 
These stars are represented by f illed circles in the colour^jaagnitude
FIGURÉ 19»
The two colour diagram for IC 2581*
The intrinsic line for dwarf stars 
is shown, undisplaced and also shifted 
“ 0#42f • 0*30^
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diagram of the field, Fig# 2Ô# They defiae a plausible cluster 
sequence which could hardly hé distinguished from the colour-magnitude 
diagram of the whole field without the ultraviolet measures#
c) Stars which fall in neither of these two areas in the two- 
colour diagram. These include cluster members with more than the 
average reddening (2, 3), stars whose colours deviate from the standard 
relation (2 and possibly j) and stars whose measured colours are 
affected by scattered li^t fr<m HD 90772, ;
All stars from region b) and the less discrepant of those in c) 
were considered as possible cluster members and plotted in the long and 
short wavelength colour magnitude diagrams# The effect of differential 
reddening was considered in appiQpriate cases# Host of the stars fall 
in a well defined sequence, with a scattering of brighter stars at a 
given colour. The latter, which included in particular stars with 
(u - B) <  0.20 and which were less reddened than average and stars
from the region defined by 0#27 (B - V) <  0#42, (hJ b) ^ 0 . 0  where the 
cluster and unreddened field stars may both occur, were rejected if they 
lay more than about C^#7 above the sequence defined by the majority of 
the stars# Thirteen stars which may be more reddened or whose colours 
are likely to be in error are regarded as probable cluster members but 
have been excluded from the final discussion.
The reddening of the brighter cluster members were estimated iteing 
Johnson's (1958) nomogram, with the following results :
17 stars with Vo <11,0 m 0#43
13 stars with 11#0< Vo <12.0 p#41
21 stars with 12.0 <  Vo <13#0 • 0.42
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probable cluster members are contained in the rejgion of 
obvious clustering Wiich occupies approximately one-third of the area 
of the photometric field. Forty probable members lie in an outer zone 
covering the remainder of the field, except for the low star density 
region to the West of HD 90772, The reddenings of the probable cluster 
members in these two areas sæe :
"Cluster” 28 stars, Vo < 13#0
"Outer" 12 stars, V o< 13.0 • 0,42
The mean reddening found by shifting the intrinsic line to fit the 
stars in region b) in the two colour diagram is « 0,42, He adopt 
this as the mean reddening of thé cluster.
The stars of 3^gion b) show a considerable scatter in colour , excess. 
The individual colour excesses found from johnson*s nomogram show no 
correlation with position within the "Cluster" and "Outer" areas 
defined above, thou^ they coyer a range of 0^.13, The scatter may 
be the result of observational error and intrinsic differences in the 
stars themselves (Becker, .19^ 2), as well as of small scale variations 
in the extinction. \
The important possible cluster'members, star 2 (HD 90706) and star 3 
(ED 90707) lie in the low density region Host of HD 90772, Seven stars 
from region b) of the two colour diagram fall on the outskirts of this 
area and five of them have slightly greater reddening than average.
Seven stars from region o) which fall in the low density area have more 
than the average reddening. The mean reddening of three with Vq <" 13,0
is two of these are too bright to be cluster members and
■' ' - : /; ■ 'V'-AA'''  ^ - A45.:;;; V
Wist bè foreground objets# The four fainter nta^ are possible 
cluster member^ with /v CP^6# The low density area is avoided 
by probable .cluster Mahers of uoraal reddening, .
It appears th^ at the low density a the result of additional
interstellar absopption# The reddenings deduced from the speçtral types
of star 2 « (^*63) and star S 0\i $5) are compatible with
cluster membership. They are included in the colour magnitude diagram 
of the cluster# but the five fainter possible meabers are excludedè 
The existence of foreground stars# in both the low density area 
and the rest of the field# with magnitudes up to 1^*5 bmÿiter than 
thé cluster stars; Cf the same colour shows thht most of the interstellar 
absorption occurs well in front of the clustert
The ma^itude distributions of the probable cluster lumbers in the 
"Cluster*^  and v"OatérÀ^  parts of the field are maiicedly different;
To . <r -3.0 ' ' A-W + 0,5 >1.0
"Cluster" 7 2 10 14 19 25
■ .."Outer»* : 1 0 :,1 . 3 10 ' 26,
The surface, density of the faintest group is still at least twice 
as high in the "Cluster" area as bût side# so i t seems p]^bable th^ 
many are genuine cluster members* It is possible that a substantial 
number of' field stars are included ampng the supposed cluster members, 
but the simiiarity of the distributions of the "Cluster” and "Outers 
stax^ in the colour magnitude diagram precludes any attempt to press 
the discussion of cluster membership further without additional 
observationial criteriai
, . " ■ ' • ■ ■ .À . ; - 46.
Stars of Particular Interest,
Femie 1# HD 90772, Bideli^ (1954) gave a ©pectral class#
Fola# Hadbliffe spectra suggest an earlier type# perhaps A7Ia* It 
is too bidght for ïhotoaetiy with the 74 imch telescope. Table 10 
gives the results of photo-electric measures made elsewhere. Westorluad 
(1959) foand a systematic differencë between his me«wmres of (B-V) for 
isupergiaats and those of Arp (19^)# he attzdbuted to differences
i# the arespohse curvës of the; different photowteie and in the spectral 
energy distributioh curves of reddened supergiants a ^  of the less 
luminous and less reddened staurs used to define the tra^formations 
from the instrumental colour ayst®» to the standard HBT syst^ We 
prefer the vaàue of Cousins and Stoy (1964) because tÉese observers have 
made the most extensive ÉBT measures in the Southern hemisphere.
The unreddenéd colour is found after allowing for the reddening 
of nearby bright starsf proximity to the aboorbing lane renders the 
result rather uncertain^ The best value of the reddening from stars
8, 45, 46, 54$ 55* 60$ 79 and 80 is - \0#43, ' This givos the
colours of Hi) 90772# using the values of OousiiïB and Stoys ,
,  . , , (5-V)o . 0*09 \ ;-A
Thé corresponding ccloùrs from Mestérlûnd*s phbtOmétïy are t 
- , (B-V)q . 0.00 4 , (%-B)p #i T0*15 :
The first value of (BrV)^ but nei#er value of (HtB)o agrees 
with the intrinsic colours of A supergiants according to yohnson (1963)#
Ferhie 2. HD 90706# This star was classified as B3I by Feast et al
I.#, in sàtiËfmtory^ o u r  p^ t^piikïéy W^ SevêrnX
UBV* meamires ' C o l l e c t e d ' %  '77;
'a;/This' star'was-/fobad used:%A-,tk.3looe&: atahdb^ .: •
Tablé 10 contains ;the vob^iw ten Several
show; a big ‘range^inAïédi^ : ^  The;star. :may: beyan:
:;. This star àppçâés:’tq-shb^ 'thié- ext'rém' Be.^oharact^i^qtios/des^ 
by ^hild' (1966)#;",; -'ÿhot% /éhow,:# star is viriabief;^ ^
these are collected In Table 10 a»i were made on nine ni^its.
•me relation between IXV and A  (U-b) ia in the. opposite aenee ' 
to that of a^ st'''kÿ;thë; Variabio;' %;#té^3bbaérvéï ; by Feinatein;'
;bat".1Ma hot uni#e. 77Feihst#n fOhnd that.;-Ba;-:star&' are systèWtioailÿ:' 
;#dd^thÿ:; (1^3%#,;'tb ^  sta^Bi;:/:- 'â o ü îd ^
',(l.9<^ );:f<h]^ d;.t^  ^ /,eitW^'.-Bo;starh;he^/'ah;apparently ibtidhBiq exqess
^ . 4 .  b o.54..
This is » «ild Be ntié?#;:M;^ '' illipgid' of:
PIGÜHE 21*
The colour magnitude diagram (B-V)^
for probable members of 10 258I showing 
the standard ZÜMS for true distance moduli 
of 12*4 and 12.0*
r .  ^  , - y  ; y \  ^  T - r
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probable olus'ker m m W r s  from th# **çiii8têif parte of the
field# Joiuwom* e mcWgrem wa# used: to fimd (B-V) ^ for the brii^ter 
staië,^  ^while # meah Valiie of & 0*42 was assuBWd for faiater stars*
A meaa value of m  0*30 w ^  used to oalpulate (iW)^* fhé reddeuiug
6f stars 2 Wad 3 was estimated from the spectral types#
H^ire 21 shows two possible fits of the zero age aain se<iu 
(Johnson ^  Iri^e, 19^), 1963V to
of the cluster* Pi#re 22 gives the same two distance moduli in the 
Vc# diegr^ Stars fro* theJ*Gluster^ and !*Outer^  areas are
designated by filled and 0]|^ eirclesi; respeotively* Figure 23 shows 
the corresponding fits of the evolutiohaiy deviation curve ( Johnson# 
i960) to the plot of (Vo - yersuB Vq, const^  according to
johnson* s precepts* !]^ e theoretic^ evolutionary deviation curves of 
bindoff (1968) yield a sWilar result*
Ho single value of the distance modulus gives a satisfactory fit 
to the observations^ Stars fainter than V. * 12*6, V * 13*9 indicate 
a smaller distaix^ e modulus tt^ those bright®^ than this limit, being 
too bright br too red to fit the same zero age main sequence* % e  
lar^r Jmlue of thé distance Wdulus# fitting stars bri#ter than 
V m 13*8# does not permit a satisfactory fit of the evolutionary^ 
déviation curve to the brii^tef stars in the cluster* The smaller 
value leaves stars with 12*9 <C V < 13#9 above the curve*
There are several possible, explanations $
1) The photometry is in error* This would probably be an error 
in colour rather than in the y magnitudes^ to minimise the magnitude of 
the errbf* The calibration is by non^members fOr 13$2; this
FIGUES 22.
The colour magnitude diagram Vq , 
for probable members of IC 2581 showing 
the standard Eâî'iS for true distance 
moduli of 12*4 and 12*0.
: ' ; . ' . : : f r : : : 'T '% Y .  r \ .
QO
-0*80 ^O'éO '0*ko ''O'10(u-g).
O-QO -Ï-0-3.0
' L  \ :/y; \\ ' y
WxQüia mot lea& to m y  lai%e ea^r im B, tWe opioùr
o^ [aatioitô afO ifOlX détexaiiied and tüe difforenOe im oolpar betweem 
pluster meotbers tho atara of th$ ^ hoto^eleotrio aeqmence is 
If the error is at the faint ehdf we re^re (B-Y) to he too red hÿ 
*#0? at V m lg#5 e #  (%pB) too red hy 0^15 a* V #14.5»! 8uoh large 
errors seen unlihëly* More complioated magnitude dependent errors, 
ihyplving a smaller error at a given magnitude# oannot he r^ed oiit* 
ihe satisfactozy fit of the standard two' colour relation shift^ alohg 
the reddening line to the observed cluster pointSf the ^ o d  agreement 
of the values of derived from Johason* s nomogram for stars with
T ^  14*.2 and the oorrect value of the limit to (Uk-B) at y 14>9 argue 
against the occurreDcé of large errors in colour. We consider this 
explanation unlikely*
2) yrhe faint end of the cluster sequence is contaminated hy field 
stars. I^e cluster memhership criterion f rom the colour magnitude 
diagram was hased on the existence of a sequence in the diagram. It 
cannCt he excluded that field stars could define a spurious sequence# , 
in the absence of sufficient cluster memhers. yFhis is only lik^y at 
the fainter magnitudes, say V > 14. ^ese field stars would prohahly 
he too hzd^t# as ohserved# (The correct value of the distance 
modulus would he / ^ 1 À 4  end the poor fit of the evolutionary deviation 
curve would remain.
3) Ühe fainter stars fall above the zero age main sequence 
because they are still contracting and the standard eyolutionaiy 
deviation; curve; is wrong# The 1 ower main sequence turn off is then at 
about M  Y i:i^yi% à jmch mW.ler age than: thé nuclear age
diag^ ram for IpThe evglu^ioaary
with the standard curve fitted for tme distaince
modul i I of ,12. 4 ^and 12#0# , - H : is the ahsolùté
laaghitude which a star of i^e ; same
V . has oh thestar of
... • ; r  -, '• ' 'v
• «
? /39 /o I&
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deduced fr<Mi the hri^t stare evolving off the bu^  sequ^e* . ïhis 
douhle eagplànatiom seems uhlikely.
4) The standard gero age main sequence is wcQng, ih the sense that 
stjars with (B^V)^ ^  ^ (#.l0 are too bri^t at a given colour# This 
would enable one to fit a aero age main sequence with » 12#0.
The stars above the value (V/r'M?). in the evolutionary deviation diagram 
would be moved down. The stars with < 11.5 %kmld j>robably be moved 
down as well f but the exact shifts are not . readily predicted# The 
standard evolutionary deviation curve will not be changed very maoh: 
Johnson*s semi*^empirioal oiirve is based on clusters covering a range of 
ages and is in fadr agreement with lindoff ^ s surve which is based entirely 
on Iben*s theoretical evolutionary t^ks.
Arguments given in the next section suggest that an error of this 
nature in the sero age main sequence is probable. We deriye (m-%)pml2#0 
by fitting the ÎC 2581 sequence for V ^ 14#3 to the corresponding section 
of the main sequence of the oi persei Cluster# whose distance modulus is 
taken as 6a06 (mtcheli# 1960).
The distancé moduli deduced from the spectral types of the bri^test 
stars are :
a) From the 5 normal stars near the main sequehcei Femié 4$ 8#
78# 79 and 80#
(m - m)q « 12.4
b) From these 5 stars and Femie 1# 2# 3 and 7#
(m — M)o * 12.1
This is mot inconsistent with a. true distance modulus of 12.0# 
hayi3^ rega^: to the uncertainties in spectral classifioation and the 
Wspected error in the sero age main sequance*
We adopt # 12#0# noting that any value in the possible r^ge
of Ilf 9 to 12*4 would yield essWtially the same results in the com­
parison with theory*;
5» The Zero - Age Main Sequence*
The sero age main sequeWfa ( XAMS) is determined by fitti^ 
together the supposedly unevolyed sections of cluster main sequences 
to cover the full range of stellar températures# Clusters of 
different aig^ a are required to provide different sections of the main 
sequence* It is implicitly assumed that there is a unique Z M S  in 
the cclour magnitude diagi^* This implies that the chemical compor 
sition# insofar as it might affect the position of the Z AMS/ is the 
same for all the clwters studied* We may add the requirement that 
the initial distribution of jstellar rotation mth luminosity on the 
%  AMS be the same in all cases* The sample of Clusters used to define 
the * % AMS is small* however* and it cannot be assumed that these effects 
have been averaged outf
Accurate photometry of stars of vwell established membership is 
available for rather few clusteA and the main practical difficulty 
has been to find a sati^^toïy overlap between the unevolved sections , 
of main se^ehce which are taken to define the ZAM8 over the corres­
ponding interval of coibur* Recent deteminations of the ZAMS are
given by Jobneom and Irlarte ( 1958) end by Blaanw^  (1983) # The two 
dete#inatioaà well$ Bijaauw has given more detali e of the ctemvar»
tlon and we thérêfoi^ discuiss ’his jworkf r
The Pleiades fits the c4 Persei olnster main sequence between (B-v)^
>  tO.iO and +0*45# with true diGtenGe moduli of 5*5^ and 6*15 reépeotively 
(elèe^erè we hâve used # 6.66 for the oCperGéi olunter# following
Mitohell (1966) ) * The oC pereei cluster fits MGG 2362 in the interval ;
-G/I75 (b^)o ^  0.00. The effects of evolution away from the main ,
se#eâoe are said to be appaient for (B^ V")^  ^  0.10 in the Pleiades
and (B-T)q <  -0.175 in the oC Persei cluster# ; The oCpei^ei cluster 
is thus supposed to d^ine the ' 2 AK8 for -0.175 ^  (B-IT)© < 4- 0*45# 
extending for (f#275 in (B-V)© beyond thé turn-off point of the Pleiades.
// This is at yariénoe with the claim by Sggea {I965) that the 
oi Persei cluster is very similar in stellar content to thé Pleiades 
Wiose spi^e motion is hoarly thé same# Additional similarities were 
pointed out by Zr^t (I967). ; This differences in viewpoint is partly 
attributable to Blaanw*# nej^ect of {reddening in the Pleiades.
Johnson and Morgèi (1953) f^ averaÿs reddé*^ # (f#035 for
14 bzi^ter stars; we have found ah average value of Gr.03 fr<m the 
later photémh^?3r %  Johnson and Mitchell (1958). found a
sli^tiy lar^r reddeni% on the basis of thç latter photometiÿ. '
We have calculated Év# (B-^ V)^  and (B-B)© for the Pleiades stars# 
using (m-M)o « 5*55# correpti:^ (B^V) by the individual values of
deduced using Johnson* s nomogram for the blighter stars or by the 
m^an value « OP.03 for % e  fainter stars a^ (%^B) by
the mean value # d®«02 for all stas^/ We use (»*k)© # 6.Q6i
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(m&02 for ^ l  star^ We use (m - M)^ # 6.06,: - 0®^ .08
ând # 0^ . 05 for the <?( persei Gluster.
îhe 3.02^  and short wave colour Hâgnitude diâgTfWié are ^own for 
these two clusters in Figures 24 and 25$ réspèctiyely. The bluest 
stars in tifcie o4 Persei cluster are bluer .than those in the Pleiades 
by only about 0^.0$ in (B^Y)o or (f .15 in The: Pleiades
dep«^s from thé c( Persei cluster main semence àt about ^  * +1.5#
(Br?)0 » 4- 0.03f which is bluer than Blaauw found when absorption in 
the Pleiades was neglected. The turn off point of the ol Persei 
cluster occurs at about %  # +1.2V (B-Y)^ » -0.02 if it is d“*05 
bluer than that of the Pleiades.
Blaauw*s turn off point of My - 0*6, (B/V)^ # -O.I75#
(ü-B)o * -0.60 for the q( Persei cluster is clearly incorrect. The 
bluest stars in the cluster define a sequence tangent, to this colour, 
whereas he has found the Pleiades turn off point to be ne^ly cP.2 
redder than the blùést stars in the cluster* The assumption Of homo­
logous evolutionary tracks and constant 1 âgé loci, which seems 
reasonable for two fairly similar clusters, shows the implausibility 
of such a situation. We conciudé that the Z  AMS given by Blaauw 
> is in error for (B-Y)p - 0P^ .O2.
Johnson and IriisçAe used several more clusters to determine the 
ZAM8, but these were either too youag or not observed to sufficiently 
faint magnitudes to relate to the Pleiades - KGC .2362 fitting. The 
oC Persei cluster is not adéquate to fill this wide gap in ages.
IC 2581 has also been plotted in Figures ,24 and 25, with (m - M)^ # 12.0, 
A cluster of this type would provide an important link between such
/ FIGURÉ 25.;
The colour mâ^itude diâgram^  M^^^, (ü-B)_ for 
members of the Pleiades (open cities), the 
o( Persei cluster ( cicsses) and, 10 258I 
(filled circles) with distance moduli of ( 
5#55# 6.06 and 12. 0 _respectively.
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cXùstere as ttie Pleiades and ihs oC Persei cluster 6n the one hand 
and KGO 2562 and îlCfO 6611 on the other# One such cluster is the 
])püblè Cluster in Pei^eus# This was used in early detexislnations 
of the ZÂMS hut Schild*s ( 1965)# ( 19^7) demonstration of suhstantiaL 
differences of age and distance between the two clusters and within the 
surrounding association may disqualify it# Other possihilities are
HOC 457# 3293 and mSG 4755 (K Grucis) ; photcwetHc studies
extending to fadnter stars are needed and it remains to he seen 
whether cluster mei^ership may be satisfactorily defined# All these 
clusters are con8ide:i^ly more populous than IC 2581#
6# A Comparison with Similar Clusters,
The cluster most like IC 2531 is M3C 457# which contains the 
Pola star (p Cas. Pesoh; (1959) has published photo-electric ÜB? 
phptometiy of 73 stars# of which 43 were judged to be members on the basis 
of position in the colpur-magnitude and two colour diagrams# Pesch 
found a distance modulus of » 12#3 and noted the simiiarity of
the colour magnitude diagram to that of the Perseus Double Cluster#
The long and short wave colour ma^itude diagrams of IC 2531 and 
MCKÎ 457 are shown in Pigures 26 and 27* The distance modulus of 
NÇC 457 has been taken as 12#1 in order to secure a fit with IC 2531* 
àoc 457 contains a red supergiant (MO Ib - II; iL # -5,0, (D-V)o # +I.65# 
(XJ*rB)0 « +2#07) which is not shown# The stellar content and age of 
these clusters is very similar# The brightest stars in one ï^e close 
counterparts in the other, except for the red supergiant in ÎIGrC 457 
and Pèmie 3 (B1 III; m #  SB; w -5#b5t (B^V)© • -0,26# (TKB)ot«l#bo)
The col bur magnitude diag;i^  ^ ( B-V) ^ for : 
members of IG 258I (fiiièd pirclés) and
457 (Open circles). The distanCe/mbduli
are 12.0 and 12.1, respeotivelÿX - /f f;
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iR IG 2581, Two Be stars , are known im eax^ h GÏnst^^ M3G 457 M s  
; 39 stars with 5t while IC 25SI, has 25 stars, in this range#
#ie oompQsite colour ttagni diagram given “by Feast (I963) 
for NQO 47554 HOC 3293 au& the Perseus Double Gluster shows similarities# 
The gap between My r:5 ^6, to which Feast drew attention* contains
no stars in MX) 457 or IC 2581 either. The much larger total population ; 
of the three clusters in Feast♦ s diagram shows such features very clearly* 
Sohild^s (1965); (1967) finding that %  Persei is older than A. Persei 
and has jsm a ^  similar to j^at which we find for IC 258! m%d
implies that -ft Persei and other youj^r objects in the vicinity should
be (^tted from these oomparisphs#^
The two Be stars in NQC 457 and Fernié 4 in IC 258I have My ^  -4#1, 
while Femie 7 h ^  ML » -*3*5 or ^ 3# 9 at its bidghtest* dependii^ on 
whether the excess reàdening in (B-V) is int^nsio or is the result 
of additional intei^tellar absorption# The spectwsoopic détails are î
' ’ 258I - '4 ' ■“ B 0.5 V o H ^ . em/"^ ,
2581' - 7 BItV:e% bight variaMe
457 - 21 BOzivie bight variable
45T - 3 9  B1.5@pe , àieilj "
This is a rather inhomogeneous group of stars#
8child (1966) found that the Be stars associated with %  Persei fell 
in two groups : . - .
Ebctr^ê 'Bè stars -3*7 *5#0
Ordinary Be stars -3*2 ML <  -4*8
(These have been made fainter here by d^#3 in accordance with 
our treatment of IC 2581)# - : \
The colour for
(filled circles) uadaesjîbéro of. XC
IIGC 457 (open oircles) The dletaace moduli
are 12*0 and 12*1$ respectively
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Femie 7 in IG 2531 is relatively faint for an exts^e Be star*
74 A Cottparisoh with Stellat Evolution fheoïy*
iben ( 1965a) # (1966) $ (1937) has computed detailed eyolutionaiy 
tracks for stars of 1*0 to 15*0 • A B 0*5 V star has a mass of
approximately 15 1 ^  ( Allen, I963) * If the brightest star near the 
ia^n sequence of IG 25ÔI is of 15 # the age is 1*2 x 10? years*
Iriiidoff ( 1968 ) derived synthetic, colour magnitude diagrams from 
the calculations of îben and others* Gompaideoh with the colour 
magnitude diagrams of IÇ 258I and BOG 457 &ivea an age of approximately 
10 years, if Femie 3 in IC 2531 is a member* The sparseness of the 
top of the colour magnitude diagram maizes c<mparison difficult*
The B sv^ perglaais in IÇ 2581 ,(P««iiè 2 : B 2.5 I h, - -0.15,
:%!, -  m  457 (Stnr l ,;;? 6 I B, %
Gs; t7*3) must be stars which have eaÿàusted thé hydro^n in their 
core's* We have used Harris^ ( I963) table of T^lometrio correction 
and log fe as a function of (B-V) * Iben* s ( i9 6 0 star Of 15 M ^  is 
b u m i ^  helium with near -7*4 at the correspondix^ temperature* 
Femie ^  is brighter than thisi if this is the result of a mass 
larger than 15 % (p # .the: agO;..wiilAbe less than the 1*1 x 10^ years 
corresponding to the 15 model* ; ;
Stothers and Chin (1963) discuss the evolution of â 15 star 
tjwting convection and opacity differently fr<m Iben* : They assert 
that the blue supergiant sta^ follows a period as W  % supergiant#
The B supeigiant of 15 has V  -7*6, very similar to Ibeh*s 
result* They have not calculated a complete evolutionary txack and
'y : \ , :57. , ■
BO tiiaesoaXe la ayaiiabXe* % e  pmaemt obaorvàtiona do not enable 
118 to diatlBguiah between the tWo poaaibilitiea* 1
: The B ^ àht in IC 258Ï (Femié^^ 31 III, (B^vL? -0.26# : ' '
^ol “"^ ♦5) miÿit be burning hydro^n in a ahell, j^th a correaponding ’y'n
age of 1,05 x 10^ yearn if' it h&a 15 Mjp , but the abort duration of H
that étage renders it imprbbable, eapeo ially as stem of thia magnitude  ^j
and a^ctral type are quite;cOaaiOtt in ^  Persei and simil^ clusters >;
( Schild, 1966 Î Feastt I963) f it is perhaps surprising that the lower 
edge of the gap at Mg. a/* 5 should be defined by normal luminosity
class III stars| with the Bé stàm sii^tly fainter, if thé suggestion 
by Bchild (1966), following others^ that the extï^e Be stars are in a
.'li
;;;
state of rotational instability as the result of gravitation^ con- ; :
traction following the ezWustion of î^drogen. in the core is correct, ;
The explanation might be as follows. I^^ (I966) eyblutionary !
track for à star of I5 M ^  shows little ohan^ in b%ometiic luminosity 
between the end of hydrogen burning in the core and the onset of helium \
burning in the core, The surface temperature increases during the stage i
of gravitational contraction following thé exhaustion of hydrogen in the j
com, then decreases considerably during the shott lived hydrogen shell 
burning stage. The rapid increase of bolpmetric correction with 
temperature means that thé star may fade sii^tly in visual magnitude 
during the sta^ of gravitational contraotion of the core and then 
bri^téh rapidly while it burns hydro^n in a shell, prior to the onset 
of hel ium burnihg, Mè mi#t theh identify the normal B1 III stars 
just below the ^ p  with stars about to exhaust the hydrogen in their 
çorèsfc the slightly fainter Be or extreme Be stars with the stage of
grâviiational contraction in the ooie, the jgap in the colour magnitude 
diagram with the ^ort lived hydro^n shell huming stage and the B 
type supèrgiahts with the core helium hurhing stage,
By6iutiona% tracks Of stars contractipg to the màih setpiehce 
have heèh caicuiated by Iheh (196$) and by Baer and Gamerdn (1967),
Stars of My /# 2#3 (cor^sponding to the faint limit of the observations 
in IC 2581) have a contracticn time of approximately 10^ yeàrs oh either 
theoiy# We would expect to find stare lying above ihe main s^^ence 
if* the photometry were extended by a magnitude or so* If the turn off 
is smoothi as predicted theoretically# instead of being a sharp break as 
^found in BGC 2264 (Walker, 1956) and id 3ÜGC 6530 (Walker, I967) it may 
be difficult to distin^ We cannot exclude the possibility that 
such an ^fect is responsible for pa# of the deviation from the ZAMS* 
We conclude-that the of IC 2581 is app^ximately 10^ years*
: : The A-P supergiant stars have brighter than any of
Iben»s 15 They might represent a later stage of evolution*
Stothers (1966) has calculated the evolution of a 30 star* This
has A/ -9,3 at the appropriate surface temperature, when its age is 
only 0*5 X 10^ years and it is evolving very rapidly as it exhausts its -i '"-j
helium* It seems unlikely that this is appropriate to these stars, 
thou^ the scafoeness of such bri^t A-F super^ahts relative to the 
B and M super^ants in the other olusteW of this age group suggests 
that it is a short lived evblutiona^ stage*
it is interesting that these clusters, which are old ènouÿi not to 
be closely involved with the gas clouds from which they presumadily formed, % 
contaih such bright À-F super^ants. Stars of this type would be of
'V
apparent phbtograqihi^ magnitude hear 10# 5 in thé large Ha^llanio Oloud# 
Early or late type supergiants w i &  holometrio corrections would
have to be more luminous and hence prob more maasive ahd younger in 
order to have the same photographic magnitude# This may. be one of the 
%%asons for Thackeray^ s ( I99Î) finding that supergiants of type B3-Â5
in the IMG show a smaller concentration within diffuse nebulae than 
earlier and later type-in the same brightness ranges 12#2# : TheT ■! *■ ' ' • -A .* : . pg •
small discrepancy in the late boundaiy of may hot be
8# 10 2581 and Galactic Structure# ;
IC 2581 is at the preoedihg end of the darina complex of young 
clusters and gas clouds (Sher# 1966)# The revised distance of 2# 5 kpc 
places it close to the clusters associated with Chrinae, whose 
Mstance averages 2%? kpc* The similar but more populous cluster 
M3G 3293 lies between the two in galactic longitude, at a distance of 
2.6 kpc (Feast, 1953)* The removal of ic 25BI from the region between 
the Sun and the Carinae complex accentuates the lack of spiral 
structu^ marker features in this region; one cannot say whether the 
a m  passes close to the Sun# Sher comments that the appearance Of the 
spiral arms in external g^axies would not lead one to expect that a 
spiral a m  should necessarily be continuCus*
9# Oonclusiohs#
10 2581 contains up to 1^0 
These include two supergiants, an
V # 15#5, NL L 
and two Be stars.
' u6o*
one of ihm variable in light*
*4^ ®"^ Gr most bf ,the cluster*
(p * 2500 # .  : '
The cluster be pwt of the Carinae complex# 
The age is approx^ 10' years*
- i .
614 :
S E C T  X 0 M 4*
/ M B  (WM 6383# '
The open Glustér NGG 6383 is loeated at p( é 17^  2S\èf 
& * T-32^  30* (19#)* cor^ to T 35A 7# * '^?#1#
: ! Trumpler (1930a) oonsidéred it to contain not more than about 50 stars 
of magnitudes lO to 16# He estimated the distance to be 2130 pc#
The cluster is dtaainated by the 5th magnitude 0, star, HB 159176, which 
is a double lined binary. Trumpler (193Ô i>) r^aarked that the cluster, 
with an angular diameter of only 5»# 5 and containing a few dosen faint 
stars grouped axxmnd a brij^t central star,-was unusual# = Magnitudes 
and colours were dOtemined photographically by Zug (1937)#
The first photo^electidc study was rn^e by Éggen (1961)# He
obtained HBV meàsdzÿs of 27 staa^ /biij^ter than magnitude 144O with 
the Ràdcliffé 74^inch reflector and thé 24-rinch rèfracion at the Cape* 
These were selected frm the bri^ter staW within 12* of HD 159176 
and most lie to the West of that star# He found that stars fainter 
than ? • 12 fell above the zero-age main sequence, as in the young , 
cluster HGC 22^ ^^ , suggesting that they vmre still contracting to the 
main sequence* ‘ ‘
measured T and (B-V) for 88 stars within 12* of arc Of 
HD 159176 and which were bri^ter than 7 « 13#S, using Bgfeen*s photo­
electric data to calibrate the prhotgraphic photometry with the bembang 
and Ht Strmnlo Shmidt tolcsbopes* He used objective prism plates, to 
determine spectral types of many of the stars and searched for stars 
with H o( emissibn. Eggén^s findings were confirmed but there are no
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H o( amssion stars bri^ter tlian V H  i6* Of thou^ analogy with ,
HGC 2264 suggested that they should occur at Y * 14*8 and Tainter#
One Be star was found* Ho decision could he made as to the possible 
mWhership of several K and M j^ant stars in the field*
: The different observers do not ja^ as to the extent of thé 
cluster* The present investi^tion attempts to determine the cluster 
mmnbèrship of the stars on ,the basis of UBV photometry and the M  
spi^ti^ types of the brighter stars* -
1* Obsetvations*
Table 11 gives the observations for the stars of thé phôtcHelectric 
sequence* Successive columns contain the photo-electric values of 
Yi (B-V) and (H-B) i the number of hi^ts on which the star was observed, 
f oliowed by the number of (B-B) observations if less ; the photograjhic 
values of V, (B-V) , and (B-b)* Table 12 contains the photographic 
measures of V, (B-Ÿ) and (B-b) for all the other stars observed* The ' 
numbering syst«» of Eggén and The is used for the first 99 stare* The 
photographic observations aie complete within 10* of HD 159176 to the 
limiting magnitudes V ** 18*1 or B » 19*7 and B « 17*9, except that a 
few btars which are crowded or in the vicinity of a mich bri^ter st^ 
have been bmitted* All the stars observed are identified bn the 
photbgmi^ of thé cluster, Fig* 28*
Spectral types of some of the bri^tèr stars were determined frcm 
86 A/mt or 49 Â/mm spectra taken with thé Cassegrain spectrograph on 
the 74^ihch reflector# Thèse are given in Table 13, whose successive 
colihms contain t #wber, BD or HDp number, spectral type# colour excess.
absolute magmtüdé from thé spectral type and f G r a h e a * s  
(1967) H ^  photomet%y, respectively# and the pOrrespouding distance 
moduli# The distance moduli have been palculated assuming the mean 
reddening of *' oP#35 in the case of the B typé stars which are 
probable cluster àémbers and the ratio of total to f selective absorption 
is taken as H * 3*0, Thé i#lation between absolute magnitude and Ï#C 
spectral type has been taken from Blaauw (1963) | that between spectral 
typé ^ d  intrinsic colour is ffom Johnson
2i
The spectral typés éhoW that seyeral stars #  Stars
3f 57 nnd 85 :0^  foreg#und dwarf xUtàrs#. as suspected by The* - Star 9 ■' ' 
is definitely, a foreground objéct and, oh the basis of ohe 86 A/mm plate#- 
has a hi^ velocity* Star 11 also: appears to be of top low lumihosity. 
to be a member and like the first three is less reddened than the B type 
stai^# Star 34 seems unlikely to be'a member* .
Three stars have spectroscopic distance aodiüi greater than those 
of the bther B staW and greater than the photometric distance modulus 
of the cluster* Star 47 is of. spectral t y p e , ^  itsrélation' to 
the cluster is uncertain* ; Stars 2 ând 6 have luminosity Glass @  and 
|ll - respectively* Stars with luminosity classes which would 
place them above the main sequence appear to belong to the ^ i n  sequences
of NTO 6530: (Bilteer 1965)
These stars in HOC 6530 at least, have véiy strong H lines, while the 
two in M3G 6383, have the féiativély sharp H lines appropriate to the ^ 
luminosity class* Me do not aspect to find stars appreciably beyond
' :. - ■'/ -V . V-; iV:. 4^v; '//
the Cluster which have not suffered consideiâhle additiçhal ; reddenirg;
these two stars have the same %%ddehing as theirest #id their position
in the colour maguitùdé diag]^ is normaluo we-.. reÿKrd,them'.as members*
Btar 75 is about cP*i redder in (sHv);than would he e^ecied from 
its spectral class, and the mean irëddening# It liés more than 10* from-. 
ED 159176 and it is possible'that 'the'. ^ 8orption\;is:'greater . Hoslund 
(1966 h) discovered such variations with; position in. a similar field 
nearby* Feinstein (I968) found that Be stars may be redder than normal 
B stars by about this amount, ao the effect may be ihtrihsic*
All the stars with ultraviolet photometiy are plotted in the two^ 
colour diagram, Figure 29* The colours of the bluest stars are well 
represented by shifting the normal locus of intrinsic colours (Johnson,
' 190)'iby-E^Y: 4. '0*35.,'-- #^^: " 0#25* ' This reddening agrees well with 
the values of 0,36, « 0*29 deduced from the spebtral types
of probable cluster members,
We regard stars lying close to this line as possible cluster 
members. This line has ( U r B ) 4; 0*4p at (B-V) 0#50; the stars {
with (u-B)j^ t'0,20 are assumed to be foreground stars which are less 
heavily ^ddened* ; The ‘presumed cluster stars merge with those Of , the 
less reddened field near (B-V) « +0*70, All, st%rs with V 16,0,
(B-y) é  1,0 and which lie near this line are plotted as filled circles 
in the, colour magnitude diagram, Fig, 30# The limit in colour was 
imposed because of ihcrea^ing confusion with the field stars* ; There 
is only slight ço%%e entration of stars hear the intrihaic line shifted
This sample qf * cluster^' stars must be contaminated Increasingly
■ i-
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by field stare at the faiater a^gnitudes* The surf ace density of B
stars is about seven times thaï in Roslund* s ( Ig^) field,^  part of 
nrhich was regarded as an association by The ( 196I)« There seems no 
doubt that most of the B stars ire members of a oiuster, bit it cannot 
be excluded that the break from the serb age main séquence near 7 » 12#8 
is the result of a defioiehcy of fainter stars in the cluster#
Me have eliminated several foreground stars from the colour magni­
tude diagrams of Bggen and The, but it is evidently impossible to 
eliminate 2dl the field stars on the basis of MBV photcmetry alone*
The stars we regard as possible members distributed widely 
over the field; they are concentrated along the direction of the star 
chainB neir ED I59176, while the m s  side of the field contains 
relatively few such stars#
The nuclear region of the cluster shows a well defined, thbu^ 
sparse, sequence in the colour magnitude diagram for 7 <13 î there 
is a deficiency of stars with 13#0 < 7 <  14*5 and the membe^ rohip of 
fainter stars is probl^atical, especially as the hi^ density background 
sone (Section 3) extends as far as the nucleus*
3* The Colour - Hagaitude Diagram#
The magnitudes of HD Ig^lTd and 7 701 Sco (at maximum) have been 
increased by 0^*6 in j^g* 30 to allow for their composite nature*
There is a well marked semence to about 7 * 12*8, with a deficiency 
of stars near the sero age main sequence for the next two m^^itUdes*
The cluster members deduced from the two colour diagram fall above the 
main sequence in this region and may be contracting stars*
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!Rie zero maim sequeaoe (Johann* I963) baa Mem to the stars
bMj^tèr tham V # 12%8# mai% 0^*3$ amd, the *mor«al? «  of
tbtaX to Beleotive absorptlom# R m 3.0# fbis yieXde '"à true ciistamce 
moamlùà of % e  o o r r e e ^ m M m g  moduli f rom sp^tral olassificar*
tibn of the hi^g^tèr- etarè àmâ jProm Graham^ s (l$6T) s p photometry are 
il*i6 and ld*#Tt^  respectively# IJe adopt 10^.6 as the host value#
There are again stars near the zero age iaain sequemoe at fainter 
magnitudes; that is, the %  plotted with (m4E). # i f  #6#
%  » Cr^ #^35 defines the lower envelope in the colour magnitude diagram.
This implies that interstellar ahsorption sets in at the distance of
Examination: Of the Palomar Sîsy Atlas shows that the oiuster lies 
in the great rift which divides the %il!g Way at this longitude^ A , 
sp^ of higher star density extends from the South side of the lift 
and crosses it at this point; the centre and 1 and-W sides of the 
field are in an area of relatively low density# while the high density 
area extends over the SE quadrant towards the Centre* %  is especially 
mailed on infra red plates, which show the high density area reaching 
the centre of the oldster# The excess density is oontrihuted hy stars 
which are about 0 .15 redder, at given :J| than those in the l'est of the 
field* It semas likely that these are more distant stars than those of 
the cluster and that they are seen throng a thin patch in the dense 
dust clouds which divide the %lky May. . -
4» - ; Variable Stars. ' ,
Three known vaiiable stars lie in the field# They are
y 701 Soo# This is a contact Mnary with a perxbd of 0.76 days*
(Kukarkin et al$ Iggo),; (%gen^ I96I), (Sggen, 1965a)# . Three photo^ 
eleptrio ohsérvations are given in Table 14? all were made, by chance, 
when the star was relatively faint# ¥e assmae %gen*s (196I) brigbt^^t 
measure repi^sents the total li^t of the two stars and add ^  to give 
the, magnitude of a single component* Spectra at 86 A/mm and 49 A/hsr 
show very broad shallow lines,: with no sign of doublihg#
y 702 SCO* Photographic observations of this suspected eclipsing
star of unknown period ( Plant, 194S) are presented in Table I4# It 
was observed idiile coming out of eclipse on the night of 21 June, I966* 
The magnitudes represent an avera^ over the exposure and are correspond­
ingly uncertain# .■
y 486 SCO É 27. Swope (1939) found amplitude of 1®#2 in 
blue ligbt# The star was usually at maximum and thé period could not 
be established# The photo-electric and photographic observations in 
Table 14 show only small variations.
These three bright variabies are all probable. cluster: members on 
the basis of the photometiy.
Several new vaüables were discovered during the present investigac
y I. Photographic observations in Table I4 show, an amplitude 
of about two Bmignitudes# The (1-y) colour seems almost constat 
y6è This star is redder when faint# Tabic 14*
130 Stands off on some plots of iris readings on plate pairs.
It deviated from the iris curves and was not used as a standard#
Possibly variable.
79# Red. Possibly variW)le.
. : ' y"' . % . /; ■ 'V:;- V-\., 68, ■
V2# V3# V4# y^* VT and V8 aie notioeàbïy Muer than most stars of :
similar magnitude# The ÿm^ahility is most pronouaced • in the blue and 
ulira^olet# Notioo#le ohanges m dcour in 24 hours# Some observât 
tions are oollected in Tahie I4# Vg# the only one bright enouî^ for 
satisfaotoiy measur^ent$ has a vëiy unusual coldur# It banaot be 
excluded that this is a reddened background 3 star#, it is unlikely 
that the whole group could consist of such stars,, because they avoid 
the dense region of the star fieid, where the absorption is least#
%eir oonoentration near HD I59176 ^ d  in the •cluster' pwirt of the 
field su^pàsts that they are cluster méabers# They may be T Tauri- 
like starsi their presénoè is consistent with The's finding that there ; ^
. are no Ho< emission stars brighter than ¥ #= 16*0# The inf fa red plates :
show that these stars are hot very red, in accordance with, thé finding ; , 
by Blanco and Grant (1959) for Halkef* s (1957) vafiabies in A o  653b*
¥4 is the . S member of a close pair Just to'the 1 of 301# ;
' " 5# The Nebula.
ED 159176 is hear the centre of a ^ugMy oirbular émission nebula 
of diameter 2 and is probably the prihoipal exciting star (Sharplessi 
1960). Sharpiess described the nebula as amorphous and of intermediate 
bri^thess. It is much less intense than the .nebulae associated with . //
ÎÏGC 6530, and 6611# There. are intruding éléphant trunk* dark 
nebulae.at the M  end and, the Pal Omar Sl?y Atlas red print shows a :
mottled structure. The; oiuster is-seen projected on à region whose 
surface brightness: is below - average# ' yariations ih the surface |
brightness of the nebula az?e partially correlated with the oveihll
star dehsiiÿt whos o fluctuât ions are not solely attributable to 
patobihess ia # e  dust clouds beyond the cluster.
Dieter (Ï foui^ from measures of the hydrogen feccmblnation
line 15B0C that the ladiii velocity of the nebula is^ 8.8 t 1*9 km .
in fair agreement with Trnapler^s /1968) velocity of ^ 2*5 k m f o r  ' 
tie cluster* ; The central star alone has a vMbcity Of km S""^  
(Trumpler 1950 b) but the radial velocities of 0 stars may differ apprefci- 
àbiy from those Of the clusters to which they belo% (Trumpler, 1935)#
; Interstellar lines in the spectium of %  I59176 have been studied 
at high dispersion by Ada^ (1949) and by Buscombe and Kennedy (19^) • 
Thejy find two coa^onehts in the Gall K line, with velocities -31* 7# -53 
and -'5#1# ""7 8" respectively. The violet component has an
unexpectedly 1 ar^ velocity for a galactic longitude near 0 ♦ It may 
be that this"' has theeaame origih as ihe negative velocity shifts of 
interstellar lines in the spectra of ,0B stars in, several associations 
in the Pei^eus aria (Hunch# 1965) and in the young cluster IC 2944 in
Gentaurus (Thackeray and Wesselink# 1965)* ; Thèse velocity shifts# 
with the gas having a velocity 10 or 20 km 8 more negative than the 
stars# were taken to show that the radietion from hot stars in the 
associations had caused the gas to expand away from the centre* 
Ricka2?d (1968). has sug^sted; that the ahomalous velocities in the 
Perseus arm indicate a much larger scale expansion# however* If the 
nebula surrounding W c  6583 had been expanding at a u M f r a t e  of 
25 kt^sec relative to the clustbr# it would haye reached its present 
diameter in 8 x 10^ years*
-, :" ' ■
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Figure 31 shows the colour magnitude diagrams for I3GG 6383 (filled 
ci^lies)^d SGC 2264 (open oiïolés), plaited assuidhg that 1(T*6,
; ». ^ ,35: W  (m -r W)^ ■ ..9^ »5» Eg_y.» *0  .ïespaotively, ïbé; data. '
for B5C 2264 from Walker (195^)* ewluding stars whose m^hérship 
probability is less than 0#5 (Vasilevskis et alf 1965b) but including 
a few stars of hifi^  probability which were hot obseived by Walker*
The two diagrams are rather siadlar# in particular the lower main 
sequence turn-off occurs at nearly the same absolute magnitude in each 
case* The fainter stars deviate more from the sero age main sequence 
in MIC 2264 and the #strihutiôn along the sequence is also different*
The dWLfference bepoi^s marked below $L.* +2# where the mmbership in 
63B3, becomes very uûcértaih*
HGC 6530 differs from both these clusters in containing stars as
red as (^V) .y # 1»0 at %  0* 5, #ile they have hone redder than
(B-y)^ * 0#5 at this magnitude* The JK3Ç 6383 field does not contain 
such red stars as MX) 6530 does at a given mag^tude#
Table 15 cohtaims # e  following data# where available$ for Several 
young clusters : J^liest spectral type presort# nùnber of 0 stars# 
number of stars earlier than AO# number of faint variable stars detected 
on the basis of a few plates only (as in IGG 6383) and the colour 
(B-F) at %&ich # e  cohtinotien sequence reaches the main séquence* 
lise 6383 is one of the poorest of these clusters# Only IG 5146 
has fewer early type stars but it probably has moa^ faint variable 
stars ( this last quantity is the least certain of those tabulated) •
The question of membership of faint stars in these rather loose 
clusters is still only partly resolved. We have seeh that the fainter
Thé
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stars of ÎKÏÔ 6383 are lost in the gewfal field in spite of the low 
star density* It is the only cluster for whioh ohsezva 
rôaeotiâbly oomplete# a oOn^equèncé of the relative feàntness of the 
emission nebula* The qolour ma^iitude arrays presented hy Walker aro 
incomplete at the fainter magnitudes* Hè has usually attempted to 
observe a well masked clustering w^oh was not too badly affected by 
nebulosity* Bust clouds beyond the qluster aie supposed to eliminate 
the background stars# while the foreground stars do not swamp : the
The latter point was questioned by Underhill (IgoO) in the case of 
WGC 22^ but appeal^; to hâve been settled in Walker* s favour by the 
proper motion survey of Vasilevskis et al (1965 b) $ whioh showed many 
fewer field stars than Underhill had predicted from ani extrapolation 
of the star density hear the Sun* Wti 2264 i® the nearest of the 
clusters studied by Walker and may be the most favourably situated in 
this respect*
The (i960) drew attention to the absence of clustering among stars 
fainter than ? # 12*0 in HOC 6530*7 He found similar colour magnitude 
diagragp for the cluster region m d  nâi^bOuring fields of differing 
obscuration# except for the bright blue stars in the cluster* (The 
main excess of stars in the, *clear’ high density re^on Of HGO 6383 
occurs fainter than Y # 16# so that there is little difference between 
the colour magnitude arrays of fciear* and *ébscured*;^ â at bri^ter 
I * He estimated the extinction by the background clpud as 
about 2“*2 and suggested that some of Walker* s stars above the main 
sequence were réddened back^bund stars of early type. The lack of
stats with 1 argê ultraviolet ex6 esses meau® that none of the reddened 
stars are; earlier than about B8 (The)# which is rather surprising#
The two colour diagram of 6383 is very similar; it seems preferable 
to àttrihttte the scatter for the redder stars to differences in absorp­
tion among stars of later type* Walker (1961 a) obtained spéotral ; 
types for eleven of these stars in HOC 653O and fbund only one which 
could be a reddened early type star# though the classification was not 
accurate enou^ to distin#ish between reddened possible cluster members 
and unreddened fore^xund stars#
The possibility that these clusters contained yellow giant stars 
which could be evolved members of an earlier generation was first raised 
by Walker (1956) • He foimd 5 yellow giants in the W C  2264 field* 
Radial vel^ity y&riutions made it difficult to decide whether 3 of them 
were me#ers (Heib^  l958)» (Wderhili 19^)* Herbig considered 4 ; 
to be possible membe^* Vasilevskis et al (1965 b) obtained proper 
motions for 2 of the giants, which turned out to be non-members*
Walker (1959) found one yellow giant whose spectroscopic absolute 
magnitude was consistent with membership in 10 5146# The spectroscopic 
luminosities or the reddening show that 2 yellow giants in RQG 653O 
(Walker# I96I a)# 3 in m O  6611 (Walker# I96I b) l^d 3 in 6383 are 
not members Of these clusters* The case for the presence of evolved 
yellow giants in these youi% clusters is weak*
8* Discussion*
Iben (1965) and Haçr.ând Cameron ( 1967) have published detailed 
evolutional^ tracks for stars obntracting to the main sequence. The
comparison of theory and observation uses the relation between 
effective temperature and bolometric correction and (b-V)# as found for 
normal stars# to calculate log and log L# respectively# for the 
observed stars# The lower turn-off point of the main sequence in 
NGC 6383 occurs at
' My . l"..2 (B-V)^ » -0,05
Éggén's (1965) tabulation then yields a bolometric magnitude + 1®,0 '
and log * 4*01* The theoretical contraction time is approximately
6 . ' '5 X 10 years* The scarcity of bright stars and the recognition of
the two brightest as rather close binaries precludes an estimation of
the age from the evolution of stars off the main sequence*
Pension (1964) and Iben and Talbot (1966) have attempted to carry
the comparison with theory a stage further by assigning ages to indidual
stars on the basis of their position in the colour - magnitude diagram#
Iben and Talbot regarded the scatter in the diagram as real and deduced
a time dependence of the rate of star formation in HOC 2264 and
m o  6530*
There are several objections to this procedure :
1* The faint variable stars#. which are probably T Tauri stars or 
related objects, have both line and continuous emission which affect the 
(B-V) colour and hence the deduced log Té* (Smak# I964)# (iveni# I966)# 
(Herbie, 1967)»' •
2. Mendoza (1966) found large infra red excesses' for T Taurd 
stars and related objects*
3* Kuhi (1964)# (1966) has deduced from the fission lines and 
violet displaced absorption lines that T Tauri stars eject mass and may
: ::y:76. , ^
thereby lose energy at a rate comparable with that carried by their 
luminous ontpnt.
; The first ; two of these observations imply that the placing of 
T Tauri stars in the log Te) pl^e may be seriqusly in error*
All three indicate processes which are not allowed for in the theoiy 
and may imply changes# hot necessarily independeht of mass# in the 
past, evolution of stiws which no longer show such phenomena*
The bbseiyed colour magnitude diagrams must contain an admixture 
of field star#. The area in which photometric measures were possible 
has generally been restricted by the bri^t nebulosity and the observa­
tions are incomplete at fainter magnitudesi , /
The comparison of theory and observation cannot be extended to 
the finer detaiis of the colour magnitude diagiW for the fainter stars 
in these clusters*:
9* Conclusions* . '
HOC 6383 contains approximately 21 stars earlier than AO*
The lower main sequence turn off is at (B-Y)- « -0*05* 
The contraction age is /v 5 x 10^ years#
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  _______
::#W . . r # # ;  7#çr';'A u 7 i , L ; M t : . u . , . / '-Yrr'v;-,'-777#;
W Ê Ê § Ê i Ê ^ Ê Ê m l lt;;.y756o4;:y;79'm y'3d;mlL:;/yiwW = ===
5OOT - 0119 30 min
Y -'’ f i ' ': - '-  7 : ' y : ' f i m 7 ) y ; # # A # , : : y : : # L ; #■y :,> .
.' y-A:
7}Wtm2,7
24 min 
fifi'A' Ar :7yW .'. V.
# ; 7 7
'7:7;'\77'y;'
•Faix-A'
'.Fairf
A#:.'; ' . \ A A ; :#
A i i i i i i m s i i
777%
: 7 P A : : : A : A 7 A ' % % ; ' A/ ,#-.# ÿ, ‘ % "t ' * «•#' T •- ; " •» « 1722.y y'
y A : # y 7 A # y ÿ % , . , : :7,y:ÿy:/yB /'77\77y.l923;
9 Junè 196% 7 W,■ ' . '. ■:'-• ;y'-'7 y. - “■ • -■ , ’-.. ■„' ..77y;yy-;;:yy.y:fi;..505’ .-0:000/:-# ■ -#•/•- .21 14rX'Y y. ' 77;#.: .:; : 7/, .:; L'Y /'A ' ■ ...'.:
m 7 ; . 7 7 7 m . ÿ ^ y # # 7 # : m
577:#w777,7::#7508i:77: '^77/7 .7 . 7 -#.=: 2014
7 y f i# 7 7 y 5 : : y 7 m 7 ;m40;sec:-:, Ila0 ^ 1 3  ; y  - ;-vPnii;'.",; ) :y)'
= ;:y fi:# 7 7 ; 7 yfi:yfi*A :A :
t.' ; '.: '-
AC'.#'A .:/7 y y;;\.r4v -7 #7 yfi:#;';y"AA#ACA: ' '....  "
89.
TABUS 3 (Coat.) 
RADCLI3FB PLA358 CP BSC 6383.
Number AfiDat*.,;-:" : ,-;Timé:;(tiTy ' Exposure Plate + Filter Seeing
A 5062;7 9 Jnmé 1967 2018 2 mine laOHJOS );■/- Poor
4y50634fi;; 2022 « ' K
5X15 6 July 1967 0013 * Fair +
4822 22 April 1966 0134 5 ai n 103aB40ail poor
'Y 4823 {4:7#A  774 ’ :0140 . .;4.;;7'” n ' «
4828 4/ 47:7 7 4 # # 0303 3 mi n »♦ - 7 "/
4977 ,13 Sept 190 I7O8 5 min Quite good
4824 22 April 1966 0155 5 min 103a0*a013 4 Poor '74-.
4826 " 4:,„ 777y.. 0216 w . « "
■4831 ■ »»)./: "y; y. 0324 3 min If «.•••
4819 21 April 1966 2354 11 min 103a3)4<3Gll Poor
4820 - 22 April 1966 0008 10 min n )7 '/ "7:)7 .
4827 - 0255 4# 4' ’■ ‘m ■ ■ ■ ■’ tf
4978 13 Sept 1966 1718 . M  - Quite good
4798 20 April 1966 0146 10 min , 10>OfGG13 *V'7 Poor
4799 « 0200 ■ M  ■' If
4800 « 0239 : 4 ; : "  ' ' - 7 if . , 7 y  «  ) 7 ;
4825 / ; 22 April 1966 0205 • 4 « • If
4869 21 Juae 1966 2213 . w #f Poor
4870 ; , 4 : 4 , . : " . 4 7 ; 7 : y ' 2225 ' 7 . w  ■ 4)4 ) #  ■ ,' 4;Yy ■ 4,"7.;-7),;
90,
774; ' 7 77''^ ;^ 7777y: -7 77. ^ ? ^ / -;'pïate:;+:;>ïltèr ;• Seeing:'
7 7719:0#:; ; 1030^1?;
7 4 0 # ; : K # ::;0&Ôi#S2,@774^iô.7^d
A : ' # : # :#iM|7;. :\.7:7'.''7'7w7A7777@@A' - y *77#:^
y-yg#:';:77;%LWT;': ::IéO$#27A7;; r:7:'@3âdr@@
'"2i;juBe':i9057;#0:7' A' :iibsaWcni 7 7 : A 7 4
"fi480:7A 7 : @ L 7 A 4 y  # 587:;77:7;;@<:7::y:7;'='L, 7  ;
% 4 ÿ # % # ;;.,:220;7fi::7fi7@;:0“7 7: # # # ) , ; # # #fi/Sno'-Y 5 W X 9 . T 7 > 0 iÀ;7;
}7,Jüiy:i0iy # # # @ : # # 0
@ # 7 7 :7r;:;7:7f77r'
0 1 # # fi;;w6o7, y7;J:#0n77;:■■iab«»27#-:yvà:# ' Fair #Y:@,
A A # 7 7 ;;54'Auiy:i%";77210 77 ■ )):7 y
# # # ilr M M M : : ï o # W h ; @ S @ # 7
5088 ’^ ^ % # 7 S ÿ i $ 7 7 ; :7:7;&fi:; y.7; 7 # g m
5111 Y""'-'60="":77,r; 7 7 7 % @ y 7
4854 7^b june 1 à20 45 | 7 # # 7  :#6#7'-:7'C7777A:;'#:77.' '/ -
à03 . 45 A : # 7A;:,;A:y;y;
4855;,: 7:# # # : 2217 103a0t<]013
48657:;:# ; # # 9 6 6 2p02 CA;:#!#;::;:.: ff Poor
':\Yy.
. ■. ■=- ■' T:
' Y."
.. r  ; ,
- -  fi ■ ' -..'y■■.f '
;L,5Pîifi:y8;j«aè#0p:y
:,'5> v-7-,V''- _ : ’?-% 51Ï3::, , : :5; j m ÿ  m i  ’ ">/ 2245'■ il : y '■ ; 60 ..:>.y#5--y "■y/yy.
A'.y:A.#A'r'\.fiÿ ### A
: 103a#xa.3 v:5yy:Qnite;gÔ9a!:
, y
%620;fi0-%'ï08Afi(04p,A '7&' 7=fi
7 A y W o f i = y % ' ' W y-y22ï§#,y’.',;12ô:' IaCW02
ygalr;#-
Quite gbod
:513g yy:'7'W.y;i9^ ,  2028 120
K : 5 g m m ; N 5 m : 5 / - : g : , x
■ V7. '
* -, "A/
■ . At;/
' ' _.h \
. y '
'..yy
' ' - fi: # #
/y y. -.7#' t. M
fi'ï-sy':
yfiyfi#
7 l i i i A
f.'!»'.; r.. '7;-,'
1 1
92.
fiASEliSii'=:;yy:.55--.y;y.yyy v,;
Exposure Colour . , »«. E«i«bi Plate;7;y'fi%y;7:&77-:#%,yw::my% ^ 777'7/-%#*##% & 7 : m
l i i i i i i i i i i
5.1» , , ., 9.0_ 14.0
=7y:fiy
7#;
yyy.y. :130.A072,-y'' ' -A;:-
iiiiiiiiiS,: fififiyy:■ .fiyy, -yyy-fi.A=/:#--y,fi-i2.5-=i5»8;,,^ -ry + 0.03 '
0.077, 
+ 0,09  
- 0.06 :
fi-Y #' . . 7 .7':
103a0 .; y
y-.x':
Had
7<:.4/A>'
4 A#
A"':
—  0.01A;-:' A”;
A A ' .
v.'5 7 ;
471i
7fifiAA7y
B % : i Z o  : 0 7  103.
0.13
-A/A.:' + 0.08 A.
y 7/\A#
TABLE : 4« (Coat;) :) 
CCHPOTED CCLOUR CCDSFPICIEMTSi 
IC 2581
93.
■■ Exposure Colour \)\W,:R0ge ):7; Plate
20 min V '-9.0 -,,13.5 ■ - 0.10 103aD
A-%8;_:l5.5A7-y # 0.09
30 min A B ; 9.0 - 14.0 ' - 0.01 IlaO
13.5 - 16.2 + 0.02
).''Yi4.5,7-.i7.2 A ; 0.00
, 45 min ' 7  # 4 7  ' \,,:':90AI3-5, 4 0.00 laO
12,5-16.6 - 0.01
.7 :150A: 19,0 ; - 0.66»
BBC 6383
40 see'.. ' t  ■;
■ ' - ' # 8.0-12.6 - 0.13 103aD ,
ii.p - 14.0 - 0.15
40 sec B . 8,0 - 13.5 + 0.627 IlaO
12.0 - 15.0 y + 0.047
2 min . 8.0-12.0 laO
12i0 - 15.0 — 0.13*
5 min ■/y . 6.0 — 13*0 -, 0.14 103aD
12.Ô- 15-5 - 0.14 7
5 min 8#0 — 13*4 = + 0. 06 ; ’ 103a0
12*5 - 16.5 + 0.06
94i
"u'-mJtMi'::##$# '103*®;''
■ 8,0 -  13,0 ';^/^'.y:^;o,l^|y;.:'-
12.0 - 15,0
14,5 - 17.0i##8 K 0«O ^ X3*4
0 W É
&C:* / .■-.'■.0é08y>vy"
- 0.0,W»r:
Lÿgi5;9:^#:0;^
g l l l l l i ; : . 0 . 0 2 ;:;i4o0'(':y:'
^■;;,'l6#;:i'2^0:^
12.0 - 14.0 IaO;::::y##%###
r ?
:.,,.;aXv^ïo
■ 9<B< 10
-y ;%^9<W'<ÏQ;
' -■ ■ • ■■■ •’ '•' \  - • ■ < . 10 <V <11
y'/io<B<ii
:4"io!<o<il'--:
u . , < .
11<B<12 ;
SÏÏFIS::
■.' 1  - O  i c  -■
; •.
,.0.04i:,;
:Y:6,oi4y:
. . ■'■.• "n' -V 0.010
y-.yy.
0.018
■ ■■-■:■’■.'• :0é009
; 0-025:
(0.000)
' ' ' ■'■ ■'0.007
r 0. 037
0.023
■y-:;:
y'0.037
::o;o23
.:'"'::>0.O3:-''-y;
->• _ ■ 
'■■-y
v'r':
0.04 
'0,03 :
.0.04 :r
0.04
0-03
: #
y ; # : ^
,, :o.o24' 
fjo.oèi
::y;yO,.029
0.022
: 0 # 0
y,vo.oi7:
0.013/.y
> . 9
y y
:'::î -::;y3y:yï8i
■; •..■yiiysi
:i■ ■■ '8, V
0.04
: -0.03;
-■'8-0.03
0.015
■yyyy
-yy^yy
y::8:y;.' " ./'-vy\ ' .7 ",
■i/
X',8 3- -yjy yy " . -8 y V y--/''
3;
6.06
' y- -yyyÿy;
, v:ÿ::y y. yyyy:'-vÿ/'-3yyy'0-yy
r. ' / '
•■'3! - -. - 'Î'
y;y;y rù;03y .1-3»#:ymyyy#myy
88:83:®SïKa»Sft- - •;
@;oi7 :yy
O.Olï :
v:v3y-3'- -
0.015 : , : 
0.021
0.0241:::;,:'®y
i 3 3 #
3:318
y;:y.; '/-y ..M-y •
96,
" ' 'TAMÆ: :5. (Coni.) : . ' 8' 
gTAMDARP SBRORg W  ÀGNITUDB5 IH IC 2581, . '
15<V<16b 0,053. 0.03 0,026
■:i5yB.<;i63-. ; /y;i-d;029- / ■ y  0,03 ' ' 0.015
15< U <16 : . 0.058 : 0.08 . ; 0.027
i6<B<17
i6 < ir <  17
0.056
0,047:
0.05
0I08
0.016
0.030
17< B< 18 
17<Ü<18
0,043
0.076 0.18 0.025
18<U<19 0.090 (0.18)
The standard errors given against B and ü , 
for the photo-electric, observations (1) are those in (B^V) 
and (îî-B)# where B and U respectively fall in the stated interval*
5TAHDABD SBHOaS CF ' IH BOC 6383.
97'
0*94’
'#3:
Q*024y
6.022
ÿ;6 6^2ii 
: % à i 6
%04w
6 # '
0.022
Ô.,<
:ii<Y<i2 Gioao;
6.020
0.015, T h ■'/d -
: 33 0.04 
y ‘y o 3
0.020
w y
0.02*
0 . ( ^ 1
'0.0l|3.
p;030
p. 04 
0.06
0.020%:;syi0.033
0.039
0é02p
0.030 yil,0.068 8:3
:o;020
BO.oij:
80.032
14<0<15
ft0#
0t04 \
oWy-.:
0%06
0.030
0.012
&045
98:'
8;-;-3:v1/:;-8.88æabiæ8::6--'-ftem.') ' i -
• - STAinURD ERRORë :#' ? ikaWiTimBS - IN^HGC .
MagniWdè Kaiige'
0,072
0,036
0iO31
0,07
p,P5
OëOG
0,030
OlOlp
0.043
I6<p<17
0,040
0.057
O.lOO
p.07 
p;p5 
o,œ
0.05
0,o i8 '
f;î
:i7<.b < i8>-
P4:$: 
04 091
0.1X8 :
0,09■- ■ . /; '•
0,11
0 .06,3';
P,p21
0,061
0,177 0.11 0.026
0,104 : 0,075
Th6 Btaa^rd erroi® givàn a^^nsi
3^ 6t&8elëbiiîo obàëirimtioBa (1) are thoà* i& (B-^
m m m m m & r n m m
m m m w w M m m m m m
99.
mOrO-aaCTRIC STANDARDS m  10 2581. :
ÏHOWV-BLBCTRIC PHÔIdORAPHIC
Star ! "8 !Y ' . ' U-B n ■ 7 " ■ 0-B
- ' 7.07; > 0.47, -0.41 ■v.std;V;
:4 ; 9.60 +0.20 -0.62 9.61 +0.21 , —^0.64
■:-5: ■ 9.77 -0.03 -0.23 y y y - ; ; 9.68 ^ 0.00 -0* 14
; 11.06 -0.58 y\";' 11.06 +0.16 -0.57
: 8 10.64 +0.25 -6.57 10.62 +0.24
11 11.95 +0.06 • —0.44 ' -3 ' 11.93 +0.08 -0*40
.13: : 12.29 +0.17 : +0.10 :^;y; 12.27 +0.18 +0.24
14 11.22 +1.11 +1.11 : : ■ 11.16 +1.14 +1.09
16 IO489 +1.15 +0.84 ' '3'y', ; 10.91 +1.14 +0.88
20 11.78 +0.24 -0.38 y . 1 11.81 +0.23 -0.41
21 12.97 ; -^*27: +0.17 2 . ’ ■ 12,94 +0.32;; +0.17
25 12.26 +0.23 -0.41 3'• - 12.30 +0.24 S-0.45
26 13.28 +0.23 -0.18 3 \ 13.33 +0.26 -0.27
33; . ;; 13.55 +0,21 +0.03 ' - . 2 : 13.52 +0.21 : +0.12
36''! 12.82 +0.24 -0.31 - . ''2 ' / - 12,82 +0.21
37 \ ; 13.57 +0.29 —0.14 B 2 ...: 13.57 : +0.29 -0.17
42 k 13.22 +0.23 -0.34 ' 'yS : ' ' 13.15 +0.27 -0.33
59 13.56 . +6.37 +0.14 '2 ;■ y ^13.53 +0.40 +0.14
67 12.91 +0.24 -0.25 •-3 ■ - ■ 12.91 +0.23 -0.25
68 12.96 +0.86 +0é43 ÿ ' 12.93 +0.90 , +0.48
73 11.22 +1.07 +0.89 _ 3- , 11.22 +1.06 +0.87
74 12.35 +0.06 -0.05 " 3 ';- ■' 12.35 +0.09 0.06
table 7. (Cont.) .  ^
PHOrO-ELEOIRIC S'i'AMBAaDS. I« IC 2581.
100.
PHOrO-ELBCTRIC PHPrOGHArâlC
. - -\,L" - %.
Star : 7 ■; : B-V U-B n : : yyv---. -■ y U-B
-78 : y 9.86 +0.18 —0*64 ' . : 1 ' . (9.75 +0.20 -0.65)
19. . M 2 +6.14 -0.70 1 (9.50 +0*14 ■ -0.70) *
80 : 10.32 +oa5 -0.67 - ■ (10.25 +0.16 -0,69)
100 13.39 +0.81 +0.27 ;: 3 ' ’ ; 13.40 +0.80 +0.25
loi 13.09 +0.72 +0.20 4 : 13.10 +0.76 +0.14
102 ; 15.18 y +0.87 +0.31 2 15.19 +0.79 +0.34
103: yy 14.18 +ô;89 +0*45 -■,3' 14.22 +0.85 +0.46' ;
105 : ; 13.67 +0.97 +0,80 V 3 13.71 +0*96 +Q# 71
107 , ' - 13.63 y -+0.32 —0,18 2 , 13.65 +0.30 -0.26
108 14.09 +0.34 0.00 : y.: 14.14: +0,33 +0.02
'ip9lt;v1 14.05 y +0.41 +0.23 2,: :' 14.05 +0.43 +0.^
111 , - ,'+1.62 :y: +1.23 2 14.40 +li?3 ■ +1.57 .
114 14.91 +0.69 +0.135 .. 2 y 14;87 : +0*69 +0.19
115 : ■ 14.22 +0.68: +0.09 - 2 > y 14.23 +0.66 +0,06
116 y ;:'i5*25 : +0.52 , +0.19 . 2 15.30 +0.52 +0,37 :
117 14.33 +0.45 +0.06 14.20 +0.45 +0.11
118 y  15.35- +0.77 +0*34 ■ ;-.-:^:-y 15^34 +0.78 +0.24
119 y->3 4^ 4: ; +0.53 +0.02 . ÿ;2 13.40 +0.52 -0.057/ , ■ ■ 1 - +1.61120 14.94 +1.60 ; +l*fT5 2 14,92 +1,41
121 ; 13.98 +0.35 +0.07 : y:.-'. V ; 13.95 y +0.33 :
123 • ' 15.48: +0.59 +0.46 y 2. . 15.46 +0.62 +0.40
101.
-yy:- y ÿ ÿ ' - - : :■ TABLE ,7. ; (Cont.) ''ÿ -My-'-;
y PHOTO-KLIDOTRIC 8TAm)ARDS IN 10 2581. . 
rtOTO-MCTRiC - : : PâOTOGRàPHIC
star y-'7 , ' U-B y B-y-;.'. U-B
125 13.45 . +0.19 +0.05 : 13.49 +0,19 -0.01
127 , : 13.97- , +0.48 -0.03 y 4 y 13.97; ; +0,48 -0.04
128 14.85 +2.21 +1.62 14.87 +2.16 • +1.66
129 ’ -■■-'13.06;y-yi.isy +0.93 13.07 +1.15 +0.98
130 :,i3.93v; yy}-i3.92'. +1.42 +1.10
131 11.41 +1.49 *li4S„ .;r'3" '-11.39 y +1.50 +1.54
13,2 13.07 y-:,+o.55; ' +0. 06 ■y.y.-- ‘ 13.04; +0.56 . "..'#03 '
133 9.75 +0.14 -0.99 ■Vyi:,-- . ,(9.67 +0.15 -0.63)
HOTE î The stars jSf 79t 80 and 133 h«^ photographie measiires la 
poor agMsmeat with thé photo-^electrio, attrihutàhle to 
crowding for the first three. The ’photographic' magnitudes 
quoted represent a compromise between the photo-electric and 
the original photographic values.
■ y -■ ' TA3LB 8. : ■ y
raOTOCRAPHIC ItoGHIlCUBES AICO . 001,OURS IH IC 2581.
102.
Star V , B-V , ,■ Ü-B . Star .B-V , U-B
134 13.14 +0.49 -0.10 10 .11.35 +0.10 -0.35
135 14.79 +0.71 ; +0,23 163 13.99 +0.53 +0.06
136 14.52 y +0.43 +0.26 164 13.87 +0.56 +0.04 y
137 .15.42 y +0,87: +0.30 165 14.49 +0.39 +0.22
138 15.31 +1.01 +0.61 166 ' 14.18 +0.32 +0.07
139 15.12 +0.51 +0#20 ' 167 ■ 1 5 .3 2, +0,53 \ +0.29 .
140 11,32 ' +0* 06
* . î
-0.59 : 168 . 11.22 +0,24 -0.52
141 ■ 13.78 : +0.24 +0.07 ■ 169 11.75 +0,28* —0.383
142 14.76 : +0.80 +0.38 170 15.19 ■ +0.79 +0.23 '
143 15.05 +0#64y-.;, +0. 26 ■ 171 : - ' 15.08 +0,48* +0.363
144 ; ; 14.78 +0.78 ; +0.39 14.97 ■y . i'-;; +0.65: +0.22:
145 11.73 +0,69 y +0.11 y yyiÿy,- . 13.71 +°'31
146 y  14.6 0; +1.45? +0.93: 173 ■ 14.33 ; +0.47 +0.05
{yi47"' 15.07 +0.60 +0.33 : '■ 43 : 12,32 40.26 -0.37 '
148 14.73 : +0,71 +0.16 45 12.98 +0.29 " —0. 26 y ■
149 ,i5.iiy : +X.55 , +1.00 174 15.15 +0.58: +0.32:
150 y 14.37 y +0é60 +0.6 3 : 175 : 14.91 y 4O448 . ..-"'+0*37.:/
151 15.32 +0.64 +0.03 44 12.75 +0.62 0*00
!ya52l ^14» 59:; +0.64 -^ +0.19:;^:. 40 12.16 ' +0.21' —0.32
''y':153-y/ y, 14.37 y +0.46 +0.39 41 13.75 +0*27 -0.07
10O'
TABLE. B.4i far
PHOTOGmmiO-laGM'TUDBS Aim GOLOUng.DT 1C- 2581,
. star ■ . V, . . B-V Otar J;'.:y yy,B-v . ' ■ ' U-B ;
154 14.37 +0i45 +0*01 71 11.05 +0.36 -0.36
155 ; 14.73 +0,48 , -Ofll... ';.;i76''y 14.80 : +0.66 +0.54
; 156 14 4^0:'.y+1,42 ' „ +1*02 ' 177 y y 15.36 y  +0.68 ; +0,31 :
157 :13.52 +1.21 +0*99 178 15.3 7 " +0.70 y+0.04
158 13.99 ; +6,-28 : ; +0.11 'y #  - :yi4,o4y +0.38 +0.02
159: ■15*1 5. ' ■+O. 52, +0.20 \y%80;:-' 14.40 +1.10 +0,80 ,
160 14.31 +0.34■ +6*11 '■ ' i8i . 15.44 . +0.46 +0,21
161 15.00 : +0.47 y:y::to+4 :: 182 y 15.02 y +0,68. +0.20
162 14.36 +0.32 :-,;+6.25'-'' y 183.'';. : 12.61 ;yy+i,iiy ' +1,07
,29 12,08 +0.21 -0.45 : : 184 15.46 r +0,71; +0*13
185 14.92 ' +0# 60 +0..Ô6- 216 : 14.35 y- : +0,97 +0,46
186 :15.33 ’ +0*62 y + 6 . # y y % y .:■ 14,36 +0,53 +0,01
187 ^  15.42 +0*84. +0.15 218 15.05 +0,72 +0130
188 . 15.06 +0*88' +0*39 sas» y 14.88 :. +0,45 +0,32
189 15.25 , +0*50 +0*28 Î 220 13:64 +1.86 , y+2*il. ■
57 12*28 +0.13 +0.14 221 14.40 +1*37: +I.il8
190 15*38 +0*62 +0.08 222 15*36 ; :+0* 73 ■ +0*42
191 15.48 +0*61 +0*04 223 - 15.37 +1,03 +0,37
192 15*27 +0*81 +0*33 224 14.56 ' ++).53 +0.25
193 15.16 +0*40 +0*34 ' , 32 ( 13.21 +0.72 ■ +0.27
194 14.32 +0&32 +0*16 ; 225 y 15.24 +0.54 +0.19
195 15.27 +0.65 +0*11 226 15.02 +0.79 +0.27
TABLE 8.
PHOTOOBAfHlC MAOHITOD^S ÀKD OOLOUgS OT IC 2581,
104.
8^ . ■ B - v ; ■y ; # '  , Star ; ' y ’ : y
U-B
196 14.69 ♦1.49 +1#23 227 15.32 . +0.86 . +0.38
i k ; : i4*'43'y ..;+o..58y-' ' ' . / \ . 2 2 8 ; 14*91 +0.43 +0.39 :
198 13*00 :y+o,85 +0.05 229 14.89 +0.88 +0.36
199 13*86 +0.44 +0*29 - y: ÿ230: . 14.82 +0.67 +0.12
200 14*75 *0:47 +0*27 14:39 ;+0.30 +0.25
201 13,64 +0.35 +0.04 . 14.70 +0.52 +0.40
,202. y i 3* & +0,36 +0» 28 233,: \ 14.04 +0.35 +0.33 :
24 ,:; 12,74 +0,47 -0 .0 5 :;.35 13.21 +0.37 +0.15
: 2Q3 ; , 15*39 +0,59 : +0.09 34 ' ' 13.46 .'+o::3iy ;
204 13.99 +0,49 +0.07 : 234 14.98 \+ 0*73 +0*32
205 13.32 .+0,32 : . -0 .0 8 , 235 . .'15.25 -+ i.3i;'.y y +0*96
206 15.10 +0,87 +0V52 236 15.40 +0.77 +6*11
207 11.83 +0.23.. -0*50 ' 237 13.70 +1.08 +0.97
208 15*49 +0.55 +0#36 238 14.10 +0.31 +0.12
209 13.58 +0,38 +0.23 239 . 14,10 +0.46 +0.04
210 ; . ; . i4',8i . . +0, 4 7 '; +6.39 240 ; ; i4. i 8 +0.24 +0*22
211 13*26 +0.19 -0 .0 3 241 .y 13.83. +0.97 +0*38
2I2 12.94 : +0,50 +0*16 ; ;  12:.. 11.02 +1.20 +1.21
213 15*38 +0.77 ' +0.31 242 14.92 +0.60 +0*09
214 14.79 ♦0.39 +0.32 243: 15.34 +0,55 +0*43
215 . 1 ^ 3 +0.67 +0.10 69 13*46 +0.40 +0.07
244 14.70 +1.88 +1.79 ■ 275 14.56 +0*39 +0.31
.:'yyy;..y/; 8. fcont.);;;
^oTOGRAMiic mma'amss abd cqlcmrs ih ic 2581.'
105,
■stir ' " V : y,. ■ B-Vft 'Star ; -v y: d-bI;.
245 .xi4,75-' ♦0.60 +0.12 :■ 276 y: 14*29 1+0,52'y./ : +0.37
246 f.y :i3.86y +0.74 +0.38 /• ' ■' ,277 y,y: 14.79: : ♦0,50: ,+o.59«;
247 ♦1.43 +0*99 'y'i-5^':/ 11*76 +0.26 —0.41
2 #  : ■ 14.9 2 :'V +0.59,1 ■:y'':"56'/ 13*0 4 : : +0.43 y.y -0.13 ,
249 y y 14*79 , 1♦0*76 40.32: 15.22/,: /■+o,56yy-' +0.16
^ 0; 13.52 ♦0.32 +0.19 279 1 14*73, 1+0,84 +0.29
■25^ ;. 13*79 / ♦ p .5 '5 ; y ^0.03 280 15.12 +1•00 ' ■ ;■ 1+0.73 :
252/: ; 15.03/ ,1%73/'; +0.30 : : .281 ■ : 15,43 +0.72 ; +o,i4 ■
253 14.64 : ■■♦0,49:.. . O.-OO ‘11282.; ' 15,19 +1,01 ■:! . y+0,59
2 M  , ."■■14?51-' '/::+l-f56. / +1.67 283 14.27 ' ■ +1.68 ■ : +1.78 .
25^ ■: . +0.28 ■ -0.15 y 28 4 14,28 +0,54 : ;■ ♦0.03
:256';../■.yi4V53- ■ +0,73 +0.28 /„; 285 : 14,30 . +1.01 +0*76
257 13*59 +0^86 +0.64 ■ -286 1 14.94 +0. 56 . +Ôf 34
258 ■ 15.20 +0.68 +0.06 • 287 14.54 +1,39 +1.13
259 :■ ■ '13^ 41- ■ 1280 13.99 +0,23 -0.11
260 13.86 ■ y +1,03 ' ■ +0.93 -1289 ;:/ ■ .14,72 .+0,35 ; +0.18:
261 15.07 +0,75 +0.13 290. 13.74 +0,93: ' +0.60,
262 15.41 +0,51 +0.33 9 y- 11.37 +0,11 -0#31
263 14*41 ■+0,35,1 +0.28 y . 291 y 13.85 +0,34 -0.10
264 15.17 +0.69 : +0.24 292 14.17 +0.35 +0.08
265 14,02 +0.31 +0.06 -, 293 . ■ 14*32: ; +0.42 ,  ^ +0.28
TABLE 8. (Oont.)
PHOTOGRAPHIC MQHlTUIBiiS AMP COLOOBS IH 10 2581.
106.
Star V . B-v'.'- . U-B ; Star y ■ : V B-V . U-B
266 13.77 +0.22 +0.01 294 15.12 +0.64 +0.07
267 14.82 +0,83 +0.35 295 15.16 +0.71 +0.15
268 ; 15.27 +0.60 +0,07: 296 14.18 +1.26 +0.92
269 14.90 +0.82 +0.29 m 13.33 +0.41 t-0.02
270 13.07 +0.29 -0.25 2^ 15.35 ' +0.76 +0.32
271 14.67 +0.44 +0,28 14.58 +0.41 +0.28 ,
272 13.96 +0,30 —0.14: ■ ;.3oo 13.37 ^ +0.27 : +0.14 1
273 14.91 +0.53 +0.22 301 15.47 +0.73 +0.12
274 14*91 +0.63 +0.11 ' : 362 13.78 +0.54 : +0I23
:53i 11.29 +0.13 — 0.5 5/, 303 ; y : 14.42 . +0.62 +0.13
54 12.87 +0.24 -0.20 304 y ' y- 14.95 '-3 +0.62 ■ +0.20 -
305 15,41 +1.05 +0.46 r/S*25frx +0.55* : +0.27;
306 13.87:;y+o.52y -0.09 , 333 ' 14.53 +0.31 +0.28
58 12.46 +0.07 +0.06 334 15.05 +0.47 +0.38
307 ■ 12.81 +0.45 -0.08:; :;'335-y ' 13.44 +0,58 , +0.16 : ;
308 ■ 14.05 +0.55 +0.05 ; ;\:8 12.49 +0.22 -0.3 1 ,
309 15.37 +0,83 . +0.27: ; ; 39 ; 12.28 ; +0.20 ; +0,16
310 14.53 +0.54 +0.25 , 336 13.70 +1.18 +0,96 =
,14A 8 +0.63 :' '+P.19; : ;337 : ' 14.42 +0*71 +0,37
■■312, 14.61 +0.66 . +0.45; 338 : ; v 11.41 +0,13:':": +0.21
:'3i3; 11.94 ♦0*97 '+0.55;'; 339 : 1 3 .5 7 , +0.35 :; -0.15
■ ■ table 8« (Ooat.) „ 
PHOTOGRAFHIC MGKITOSBS AàB COLOURS IR: 1Ü 2581.
107.
Star : V . B-V - U-B / ■■'Star V ' B-V . . U-B
314 . ■;12.57 , +0.55. -Gaà4 12,06 +0,11 . +0.12
315 14.70 ' +0.48 ..+0.33'. 30 13.22 +0.24 , ' -0.24
316 13.49 +0.59 ; +0.01 340 13.46 +2.07 +2.39
317 15.01 +0,59 +0.06 .; 341 .14.21 ' +0.36 +0.17
318 . 13.34. , +0.33 : +0.12 342 ,15.26 +0.80 , +0.31
319 :; : 15.00 -j,v+9.62 :{/+0.Q2. 343 y: 14,93' - +0.57 , +0.08
320 13.36 +0.40 \ +0.04 344  ^ 15.10 -■ +0.66 y +0.22 .
321 13.42 :, +0.36 \ +0*21 : 345 15.44; +0.75- -y ., +0.12 _ -,
322 14,83 f +0.50 \ +0.37 15 12.45,. +0.14 y y.-0,23 -
323 13.61 +0.58 : ; ■ +0.05 ;,’'346 15.0 3/: +0.60 ,0.00
64 ' y y12.70 y , +0.44 :+0.08 347 ■ y -14.905 : +0.73-y;'5:+oii8;y'
324 15.33 : +0.57 +0.36 348 . 15.25 C +0.81 +0.31 ,
325 V 14.67 . . +.0.98 4/+Ô..72 Y y:349y: -, 14,81 +0.47 +0.29::
76 12.32 , +0.14 V +0.10 350 ' 14.14 +0.53 ; +0.01
77 --11.86 ; +0.49, + 0.10 ' ; 66 V -'■i. 13.47: +0.44- . +0.02
326 ; 14.59 , +0.74 ; +0.32 ;-■3 5 1,' 15.07 +Ô.46 : +0. 34 ■ -
327 . 15.10 +0.52 , +0.35 / 65 \ ■ 13.41 . +0.46 , +0,05
70 . :12.65 : ; +0.40 / -0.16 ■ 3 5 2 , 14.25 +0.48 -, +0.42 ■ :
328 13.86 4'0*49 ■ +0.18 , ; 353 14.43 +0,64 ' +0.22
329 / 12.91 +1.20 'ÿ+i.i8..9 yy354v:y 15.05 +0.68; +0.43 - -
63 13.40 ,+0^37 +0.29 ' .355/^ 14.52 +1.41 y +1.34
TABLE 8.  (Pon t . )
PHCTOGRAPHIC HAGHimîBES AtiU. OOI.OORS PT 10 2581,
,108.
Star ' V, ' '■; B-V '. , . M  : star ■ . V . ' B+V U-B ■
330 : 14.32 +1.16 +1.04 . \ 356.: .V: - : ,15.33 : +P.S7 , -+0, 34 :
331 . 15*25 . +0.69 +0*26 357 14.92 +0.69 : +0.29
358 '■ 14, 8 5 : +X#16 +0*84 M 380 ", 14.85 ,+0.41 +0.29
359 14.74 +047 +0*07 381 13,83 k +0.45 +0.20
360 13.69 i l .3 8 +1*07 382 13.56 ,+Oi38 , -0 .19
17 13.37 +0*22 +0.09 28 12.64 +0.26 +0.16
361 '14,254' 40.43 +0*21 383 /' 14.78 +0.79 +0.26 '■
362 ' 15.06/ +0*22 384 14.06 +Û.34. - 0.02
363 ' 13.59 +0*0 +0*17 /385 k '■"15.27 +0.62 +0.27
18 11.84 +0.25 +0.18 386 / 14.19 +0.39 +0.08
:!3 6 4 '; /  14.72 +0.51 +0.25: '387 15.10 +0*57 , +0.15 -,
365 14.32 +1.38 +1.15 /'27 ■k 11. 01 ; +0.06 - —0. 28
■366; 1 4 ,3 3 / +0.53 +0*27 388 ; ', 14.13,,- +0.52 +0.05
:367 /= 14*75 + lé42 +1*08 . 389 . ; 14.66 +0,52 +0.04
368 ■ 12.77 : +0.90 +0.61 k '390: : 14.67 +0.38 +0.24
369 14.48 +0,47 +0*51 - ' f t  23, , 1 2 , 7 6 +0,35 +0,25
370 /4 14.70 / +0*75 +0*29: 391 k 14.95 +0.69 +0.11
371 ft/' 14.34 A # , . . ;+%33;: : k l 22/ / / 12.22 +0.55 +0*05
372 , 15.02 +0.41 +0.32* 392 ( / /  15.37 +0.71 +0.08
'373 13.84 k +1.61 +0.83 , ■:k393:ky : 13.80 +0.33 /■+P.17 ■
72 -, 12.43 +0.40 —0*13 :394 15.21 +0.56 +0* 07
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table 8. (Coat.)
PHOTOQHAPHiC KAOmTOaBS AHD CQLODHS IE IC 2581,
Star . y, ;y B-V ihb star V B-V U-B
60 13.06, +0,26 -0.15 395 14.45 +0.37 +0*20
61,. 13^25 ■ +0,50 +0Â8 396 13.26 +0.32 -0,27
374 14.19 +0.39 +0*09 397 15.43 +0.71 +0,05
49, 12.06 +0*19 -0.37 398 13.57 +0.38 +0» 24
50 11.84» +1.64* +0.65? 399 13.87 +0.40 +oao
375/ 14.21-/ +0.62 ; 400 13.94./ +0,27 —0#04
47 13101 +0.29 +0.12 y/'ioi 14.86 +0.69 +0.14
48/// 12.24, :+0.20 -rO.lB 402 15.42 +0.59 +0*09
51 : 13.62 +0.37 -0.15 403 15.14 +1.03 +0*41
. 12.05 +0.21 404 . . 15.26, +0.64 +0*05:
376 1 ,',:l5.#:k +0.51 ' +0.30 /- 405 / /:/:;■ 12.71 +0.23 •0.35
+0.10/, ';/406 " 15.33 +0.53 +0.11
378 ' 13.39 +0*40 -0.11 407 15.05 +0.82 +0*32
379 13.26 +9.2? -0.20 408 : / 14.81 +0.65 +0*0
409 14.03 +0*50 +6.04 # 9 13.46 +0.52 -0*01 ,
410 13.92 +1,14 .420 13.52 +1.45 +lè40
411 13.69 +0,50 -O.C0 421 14.34 +0.51 -0.01
412 15.24 +1*22 +0.91 422 15.11 +0.60 0*00
413 13.58 +Ô.91 +0.24 423 14.74 "„'+1.44k;.. +1.18
110*
(fABMS 8, (Cokt«)
moTooiua^aK iucim inm s Am ccwm s m  ic  2581
star B-VStar B-V
15,42 +0,5311,50 +0.12 424414
+0.1811.66 +1,55 +1,82
14.67 +0.3915.37 +0,72 +0.42
+0,82 +0,39 427417
42815.08 +0.66 +0,22418 13,13 +0,29
Ill#
TABLE 9# ;SPECTRAL TYPES IK IC 2581.
Femie 0 HD/CPD. SP(«K) V
1 90772 A  7 * 1  a (0.43) U . 3 »
' 2 - . 9 0 7 0 6 B 2.5 I b 0.63 10.9
' : 3:' 90707 B 1 III 0,55 ” 4.4 11.4
- 5 ^3382 B 0,5 V  e 0.49 —4 .0 12.1
-5<5°3379 B 9 V 0.06 +0.6 8.9
7 -57®3?6l B 1 ; V  J«t (0,43) -3.6 12.1:
-57®3254 B I T  I 0.50 -3.6 ‘ ' i2.7>"; o'
78 -57°3263 B 0.5 T 0,48 -4.0 12.3
79 y B 0,5 T  a 0,42 -4.0 ;, -. i 2* 2) -57 326580 V B 0.5 T 0.44 “4.0 ■ ■ ■‘ ";'1'2*9
for 1 and ? is the #ean reddening of 
heazi)^  W
112.
TABLE 10.
MAGMITODBS AHD COUXfBB OF BRICOT STABS IB 
  10 2561. /........
ESRNIS 1 - HD 90772.
. V:
I'M
' ' - 7 ' B-B Observer.
' '. ' 4.69V, • +0.49 # ( i m
- 4.707 -%' +0,43 +0.16 Wesierlimd (1959)
M v :  - ■ 4.64 : ; (1966)
.v:y,:,,4.64 ,^':' ; +0.52 : r*0* 01 OwBlW3 maB S+oy (1!^)
FBRNIB 2 . HD 90706
' : :'Tv: ' B-y' Observer
V . ' 7 0^3- +0.42 Femie (1966)
7.06 +0.47 Cousins and Stoy (1964)
/77r7-V'7.07';:" +0,47 -0.41 Present '
113;
TABLE 10 (Cômt.1 
MAGNITUDES AMD CQLOOHS OP BRIGHT STABS IH IC 2581
; FERMIE 3 - HD 90707
BATS B-V U-B r  QUALITY
X3 Feb 1967 8.56 +0.29 : -0.59 3 ' :
16 X a r : ; \ : . ■ 8.55 +0.31 —0*60 ■ ' B \
12 April 8.65 +0.29 — 0*61
’ '■ : : ^  A
30-A^ril 8.63 +0. ^ -0.63 A
8.61 : +0.30 ■ ■ — 0 * 6 4 : 3
26 May 8.93 +0.30 -^0*60 A
3 June 8.78 +0.29 ' — 0*61
25 Bee 8.59 +0.29 -0,59 A:
27 Bee 8.60 +0.30 -0*58 A
1 Feb 1968 8.60 +0.29 -0*59 ' A
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TABLÉ 10 (C6nt.) . V
MAGNITOBES 'AND CÔLQüHS OF BBICFHT. STARS IH IC 2581;
ÉBMiflB 7 .
BATE , B-V : U-B QUALITY
21 Mar 1566 10.10 .;+o.;2i, -0.73' ‘ V B ,
'9 Nay ' : ' 10.01 +0.24 . -0.73 B
13 Feb 1967 '9.93: +0.26 -0.75 ' V-.B- : ■ : - _
30 April 9.80 +0.28 -0.69 / A;:\ ■'
2 6 Mi^ r 9,87 >0.30 -0.64 'm ;' ^ :
3 June ■9.91 +0,29 -0.72
25 Doc '9.79 +0.28 ., —Ô.68 . ' A .
27 Dec , 9 '77 +0.27 —0,64 A
1 Fob 1968 9.92 +0.26 -0.68
^ALITY A * Observed relative to bright standard.
QUALITY B % Yarieble local standard was assumed constant and a
correction applied to reduce the values for programme 
stars to those found on nights when a standard tie-in 
was done#
table 11.
PHOrO^ELECTRlC STAMPAHDS IM HOC 6383.
1 1 5 .
STAR V B-V . U-B n , -'-'Lv: B-V U-B
- 10#33 -0.54, ' ,;3 \- 10,36 :; +0.14 ; -0,52
. 3 '■ 10,27 +6.31 +0.08 6 10.24 : +0,33 +0.12
v '4 : ' 13#43 ♦0.96 +0,58 2 . 13.39 >0.97 +0,53
11#26 +0*17 -6.27 ,3 . - llè28 +0él7 —Oi 28
-, 6 9# 01 +0.11 -0.70 8 9.03 +0,10 -0.70
I:;"' 1: 9,78 +1.03 +0.66 ''..''4 o- 9.77 +1,03 +0,63; : X
1 0 . 10,03 +0.12 -0.47 :.i' ■ 10,00 +0,14 -0,50
11 9*81 ; +1.19 : +1.04 : 9.76 +1.22 +1.07
14 9.86 +0.13 -0.45 . l:';’' 9.89 +O.I1 —0*43
11,86 +0.18 -o;2i ' 2' '" ' 11.90 +0,20 -'0,15
:. 10,82 +0.15 -6.48 10.79 +0,11 -0,54
16 13.39 +0.83 +0.33 ; 3 , 13.40 +0,82 +0.29 '
11,48 +0.24 '/'':-6.ï4 ':. 11W44 +0,24 +0,10
21 ' lié 92 +0.71 +0.17 . 7, 2 - - 12 , 00 ■ +6471 +0,24
12, M +0*55 +0.26 ;■ ' 12.32; ..;+Oé38.',\:
23 13.84 +1.01 ■ +0.60 3,2. 13,82 +0,97 +0,34
24 11,38 +0i21 -0.18 ■- -3:: 11,38 +0,22 : ^
25:7 V; 12% :  : +0.28 :+0.13 12.50 40, 27 +0.10 :
26 • •< 12.91 +0.51 +6.24- 12,90 +0.46 • +0.25
28 " ièi.53 ■ ',%.2 4'' 6.00 ■ i%50 +0 é 24 ' ; +6;07
29: 13.57 +0.74 +0.18 3,2 13.61 +0,76 +0.20 /
TABLE 11 (CbB-t.^  
PHO>Pn-Ta.reiroiG STAMDABDS IH MOC 6383.
116.
STAS B-V - n - ■ ' B-V U-B
30 13.39 +0.85 +0.29 4 13.38 +0.84 +0.24
- 31, ' 14.00 +0,69 +0.20 13.99 +0.69 : +0.10
34 10.34 +1.24 +1.24  ^' 1 10.38 +1.24 +1.17
41 10.88 +1.11 +0.81 3 10.89 +1.10 +0.79
-42 13;63 ■' +0.76 ;+0.12;i . 13.63 *0.16 +0,11
43 13.10 tO#47 +0.21, 13.07 +0.45 +0.17
45 13^22 -' +2.26'- 13.19 +2.51
50 13.50 +0.90 +0.45 13.50 +0.87 +0.47
52 . 12.30 +0é6à +0.14 ; ;2' . 12.30 +0.66 +Ô.11
53 12:32 +0.78 +0.22 : 2;;'; ■ 12.35 +0.76 +0.20
54 ; 12% , . +0.59 +0.10 12.32 +0.54 +0.12
55 12.86 +0^65 . +0.44 • 2 V- 12.79 +0.64 +0.^5
56 13.79 +0.83 +0.31 3 13.78 +0.84 +0.28
57 10.64- +0.16 ■ 3 : ■ 10.67 +0.26 +0.27
58 12.38 +0.37 +0.22 ' 2."' 12.40 +0.35 +0.31
69 12.76 +0.83 +0.36 ' 2,1 - 12.77 , +0.85 +0.21
70 : 13.05 +0.51 +0.26 ' 2 ■ ' ,13.03 +0.50 +0.37
71 .12>75 +0.80 +0.37 12.75 +0.82 +0.31
75 9.83 +0.24 -0.40 1 - 9.84 +0.24 -0.45
80 13.30 +0.72 : +0.16 2 , ’  13.31 +0.74 . +0.20
81 12.68 +1.91 +2.16 4.3 - 12.70 +1.89 +2.24
83 9.53 +0.16 -0.52 ■ 3 ' 9.52 +0.16 —0.52
TABLE il (Cctttw) 
PHOTO-HECTUTC STAMDAHDS IH HOC 6383,
117.
OTAB ' V  { . : B - V U - B ■ 'n-'* . ' •V;-\-‘ B - V U - B
85 9.48 +0;45 +0.05 1 9*4 7. +0.45 ■ +0.09
;:91 11.09 +0.99 V 2 11.09 +1.20 +0.9Ï
96 , 11.38 +0.68 +0.08 11.34 +0.68 +0.11
14% +04 97 -■:/+04'33 .■•,3rl'-V ' 14.58 +0.94 +0.36
102 14.62 +0*83 +0.16 2,1 14.72 +0.77 +0.07
103 16,26 +1.02 >0.45 2,1 . 16.28 +Ô.99 +0.45
1Ô4 , - 15.15 . +0.93 +0.47 2,1 15*20 +0.92 +Ô.42
105 : 15.37 +1.21 +0*59 3 ' 2 % . / 15.42 +1.17 +0.79
106 15.15 +0.87 +0.41 '-2,1 '"':: 15.09 +0*95 +0.44
107 14.85 +0.92 +0.50 3,2 , : 14.83 +0.95 +0.40
108 15.75 +1.21 +0.57  ^2,1 15*73 +1.10 +0.67
109: 16.76 +1.07 . -"0.132 1.1 16.73 +1.04
n o 16.87 : +0.92 1 16.81 +1.Ô6
111 15.66 +O49O +0.35 : 2 ' 15.76 . +0.84 +0.28
n 2v": 17.18 +i;io -0.01  ^ •' 17*15 - +1.05
113 15.33 +1.31 +1.02 - :• 1 : ' ' ' 15.40 +1.Ï8 +0.92
114 15.96 +0.93 +0.32 2 15*^ 99 +0.92 +0.37
115 /- 16.11 +1.02 ; +0,39 1 16.08 +1.01 +0.53
116 15.65 +1*05 +0.61 , 3 ^ 15,62 +1.15 +0*68
117 16.15 +3W37I -,. . . - 2 , 16.15 +3.97:
118 15*02 +0.85 +0.32 3 14.9s +0.85 +0.33
■ Tm.1i! Il /Ront.V 
raCfTO^ÉLECTOIC SPAMDABDS IH HOC 638.j
l i b .
STAR U-B V ■' B-V
119 ;r 14.89 V 40.90 ; +0.30 V \ M \  '; 14.90 +0.91 +0.34
120 15.98 +0.99 +0.64 1 15.90 +1.00 +0,58
'121' 1:15.95 +0.99 +0.79 '\:i ' 15.91 +1. % +0.68
122 '13.99: 40.74 +0.23 '-M,:. 13.99 +0.73 +0.28
"123, - ■ ' ; 14.41 \ ;+i:02 :' +0.79» ■ 14.33 ' +1.11 +oi90
124 15.41 41.08 +0.72» 15.36 41.09 ; +0, ^
125 :\'V- 15.77 . 4:1.07 +0.66 15.70 : +1.01 +0.63
126 15.28 +0.86 +0.36% ;';3 .' /" ' 15.32 ; +0.81
127 14.85 +6,83 +0.38 2 14.60 +0.88 +0.40
128 15.66 +1.16 +0,82 3,2 +1.25 ; +0%
129 18.12 +1.27 mmm V : 18.14 ; 4-1.52
130 17.77 +1.47 1 17.35 +1.28
131 16.92 , +1.21 +0.60 1 17.07 +1.31 — ’
^ 2  . % 16.61 . +2.4 0- V 1-' . 16.62 - ;■ +2.43,
133 I6.42 +2.54 - ■ 1 16.47 +2.73 —
134 ' 17.51 +1.45 ; ■'■ I . 17.54 +1.50
135 17.98 +1.13 +0.12 2 17.83 +1.27
136 V: 17.70 +2.49 'VM." 17.62 : +1.83
137 17,69 +2.05; 1 17.78 +1,65
138 . 17.91:V +1.56 V '2:' ' 17.91  ^ +1.40 .
139 17.81 +1,71 1 17.99 +1.64 ' —
140 14.82 +1.97 +1.47 2 14.89 +1.51 +i.23
TASm 12.
FgCà^OGRAmC MIOOT 001*00^  IH ICC 6^ 5,
119,
SÏAE U-B STAR B-V ■
: 76' : ' 12485■ +0.59 +0.24 166 17.18 ♦1.16
} 13 13.40 +0.73 +0i21 • 40 13.19 +0.59
-,87:;' :-;.ii.é7 +0.70 +0.34 167 15.12 ♦0.871 ♦0.55»
13.92 +0.62 +0.13 15.33 *0.99 +0.43 , -
141 17.73 / M : - ' ' 39 13.33 ♦0.65 ♦0.06 : /■ '%/;17.83 +1.52 - 169 17.11 ♦1.35
143 15.81 +0.93 +0.37 • 170 17.08 ♦2.14
144 ' : l # 2.,y: +0.93 +0.40 ÿ 7 % ^ 7 l # 16.78 ♦1.06
84 12.09 +0.29 :-0.02 46 12^63 ♦0.70 ♦0.13
145 15.97 +1.24 %  172 17.16
146 16.71 +1.02 ' 173 : 16.72 ♦1.03 ♦0.24
147 15.04 +1.08 +0.63 174 16.30 ♦1.13 +9: 56 :. ;
148 . : 16.87 fl#19 \ 175 17.98 ♦1.67
149 14.74 10.79 +0.17 176 17.36 ♦1.49
17.97 +1.71 177 17.58 : +1.54
151 16.34 41.13 178 17.01 ♦1.48
152 17.27 +1.41 179 16.06 ♦1.27
153 .16.47 +1.18 180 14.00 ♦1.06 +«'53
154 17.17 +2.51 181 : 14.28 ♦0.81 +0.40
12.65 +0.3 1% +0.22 182 16.97 ; ♦1.48
'155';:/ 17.79 +1.10 /-:;"i83'"'’: 15.68 ♦1.27 ♦0.76 - .
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156 17.25 +1.21 184 17.62 +1.60 • '*T
,157 .I6I51; ■ +1.23 17.43 ♦1.22
158 13I75 +0.65 +0.69 186 15.65 ♦1,00 ♦0.29»
159 .14is64 +0.84 +0.32 187 16.34 +1.17
160 17.63 ♦1*16  ^ 188 17.03 ♦1.26
161 189 17.90 +1:57,
162/ ' 18.02 +1.55 190 15.00 +1.29 ♦1.07
;163 %■ 17.65 +1.63 ,'.'■-191 '' 16.25 ♦1.11 +0.37
164 16.77 +1.27 192 , 17.32: ♦0.981
165 16.90 +1.11 193 17.55 +1.45 — '
194 17.07 +2.50» 224 15.69 ♦1.16 +0.89
195 16.77 +1.21 225 16.29 +1.53
14.60 +0.83 +«•23 226 +0.98■i '■ ' , +0.46
197 16.57 +1*05 227 16.94 ♦1.61
198 14.20 +1-27 ; +1.03 : ^ 228 17.37 +1.46
: 199. 16.98 +1.89 63 : 12.43 +0.65 +0.08
200 16.70 +1.23 , :64 ■; 11.16 +0.73 +0.19
201 17.66 +1.63 = : 229 15.56 +1.04 +0.47
202 17.60 +1.45 ' 230 '. 15.26 +1.10 +0.40
„ 15.88 +1*18 +0.87 231 17.26 +1.28
204 16.48 +1.93 232 14.39 ♦1.11 +0.71
205 14.89 . +0.85 +0# 26 233 '. 17.89 +1.62
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STifi ■',.y,. . B-T U-B STAR y B-y O-B
. 256 17.12 +1.18 : 286 '15*23 +2.87
257 , \ 16.77 +1.15 13 11.97 +0.32 ♦0.25
10'-',' ■ 15.35 +0,01 12 13.00 +0.76 +0.10
259 15*18 +1.05 97 12.48 +0.28 ♦0,01
260 15.09 +1.11 287 16.62 +1.20
261 loi86 +0.19 -0.35 288 16.68 +1.48
262 12,82 +0,25 +0*28 289 17.98 ♦1.24 —
263 12.61 +0.30 +0.16 290 14.40 ♦1.12, +0.50
264 13,82 +0,54 +0.41 ', : 291 " 16.97 +1.22
265 15.88 +0,69 +0.06: 292, 16,12 ♦1.03 ♦0.36
266 ■ . 15.27 ■ +0.87 +0.17 95 12.16 +0.59 +0.16
267 17.90 +1.31 293 18.03 +1*24
268 18.07* +1.49* 294 16.32 +1*35
i 26% / : 18.08 +1.50 12*54 ♦1.04 +0.79
%  ' 17.86 +1.70 92 13.46 +1.16 +0.74
271 , 160-, +1.04 ' 93 13.14 ♦0.90 40.28
.272. %  ■ 16:88 ♦1.20 295 ' 16.93 +1.08
.':',32;',- 13*42 +0.69 +0.10 296 17.65 ♦1.30 —
17.78 +1.58 297 17.55 +1.60
274 15.23 +1.35 +0,62 298 I6.05 ♦1.21 ■ +0.59
+1.15 299 17.63 +1.58
..'27#/,,' 16.87 +1.25 300 14.34 ♦2.24
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498 , 17.35. +1*36 529 17.11 +2.44
499 17.87 +1.07 — _ 530 16.86, +1.15
500 : , 16.05 +1.25 +0.46 0  531 17.54 +1.65
501 17.81 +1.14 532 15.60 +0.86 +0.35
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